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Abstract
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has become a readily available prognostic and diag-
nostic method, providing invaluable information for the clinical treatment of neurological
diseases. Multimodal neuroimaging allows integration of complementary data from var-
ious aspects such as functional and anatomical properties; thus, it has the potential to
overcome the limitations of each individual modality. Specifically, functional and diffusion
MRI are two non-invasive neuroimaging techniques customized to capture brain activity
and microstructural properties, respectively. Data from these two modalities is inherently
complex, and interactive visualization can assist with data comprehension. The current
thesis presents the design, development, and validation of visualization and computation
approaches that address the need for integration of brain connectivity from functional and
structural domains. Two contexts were considered to develop these approaches: neuro-
science exploration and minimally invasive neurosurgical planning. The goal was
to provide novel visualization algorithms and gain new insights into big and complex data
(e.g., brain networks) by visual analytics. This goal was achieved through three steps:
• 3D Graphical Collision Detection: One of the primary challenges was the timely
rendering of grey matter (GM) regions and white matter (WM) fibers based on their
3D spatial maps. This challenge necessitated pre-scanning those objects to generate a
memory array containing their intersections with memory units. This process helped
faster retrieval of GM and WM virtual models during the user interactions.
• Neuroscience Enquiry (MultiXplore): A software interface was developed to dis-
play and react to user inputs by means of a connectivity matrix. This matrix displays
connectivity information and is capable to accept selections from users and display
the relevant ones in 3D anatomical view (with associated anatomical elements). In
i
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addition, this package can load multiple matrices from dynamic connectivity methods
and annotate brain fibers.
• Neurosurgical Planning (NeuroPathPlan): A computational method was pro-
vided to map the network measures to GM and WM; thus, subject-specific eloquence
metric can be derived from related resting state networks and used in objective as-
sessment of cortical and subcortical tissue. This metric was later compared to apriori
knowledge based decisions from neurosurgeons. Preliminary results show that elo-
quence metric has significant similarities with expert decisions.
Keywords: Neuroimaging, Image-guided Surgery, Biomedical Visualization,
Neurosurgical Planning, Visual Analytics, Visual Computation, fMRI, DTI, T1, MRI, Brain
Networks
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and clinical motivation
Eloquent cortex refers to the distinct brain areas responsible for vital sensory, language or
motor functions. Cortical Stimulation Mapping (CSM) remains the main way to identify the
eloquent cortex during surgical interventions for greater than 50 years [1] and is recognized
as the gold standard for intra-operative localization of cortical function. Eloquent cortex,
in this document, refers to any area in brain that if damaged, will cause a deficit in function
such as memory or facial expression.
Despite the reliability and accuracy of electrical stimulation, it is restricted to intra-
operative procedures; and it is highly invasive, resulting in prolonged operation times. Trans
Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) is an alternative technique to generate the stimulating electric
currents in the cortex by trans-skull magnetic induction. Although CSM and TMS can excite
and observe short term effects of the signal, they are associated with low spatial localization
in deeper cortical areas. Also, pain, discomfort, and transient cognitive impairments are
some of the adverse effects of the TMS [2] (Fig. 1.1).
In order to eliminate the need for these invasive and hazardous procedures, functional
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) and Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) are gaining more
1
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Fig. 1.1: Variety of neuroimaging modalities with respective temporal and spatial resolution.
LM and EM refers to Light and Electron Microscopy which take place in vitro.
The color shows whether provided information is structural or functional (adopted
with permission from [4])
interest for non-invasive cortical and sub-cortical mapping, respectively.
1.2 MRI neuroimaging
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) uses non-ionizing radiation from hydrogen atoms in
the human body to build a tomogram of its anatomy. This radiation of electromagnetic
signal is emitted from hydrogen protons during their return to the alignment with the static
magnetic field, and can be recorded by a Radio Frequency (RF) coil inside of the MRI
machine. The same RF coil is responsible for rotating resonance directions of hydrogen
protons from direction of the main magnetic field [3].
1.2.1 Structural MRI
In order to set up an anatomical reference to integrate and represent brain mapping out-
comes, a volumetric representation of the brain and surrounding structure is necessary.
Structural MRI produces a high quality volumetric image of the skull, optimized to
record and visualize finest details of the cortical and sub-cortical structure. T1-weighted
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and T2-weighted are two main structural MRI pulse sequences, each specialized to highlight
a unique contrast between different tissue types (Fig. 1.2). Since T1 is based on magnetic
recovery along B0 (main magnetic field), it results in a high contrast between grey matter
and white matter, making it an ideal pulse sequence for brain mapping purposes.
Structural MRI provides a qualitative description and quantitative measurement for
tissue of interest by acquiring size, shape and integrity of the tissue structure. Contrast
in the obtained images originates from MRI signal variation in different tissue types. For
instance, white matter which is mostly made of axonal nerve bundles; whereas, gray matter
mainly consists of neural cell bodies. Results of this acquisition can be used for various
purposes such as:
• Registration of other modalities with low resolution or low contrast to the volumetric
brain image
• Segmentation of brain regions according to their tissue types
• Registration of brain atlases to individual brain volumes
• Generating surface mesh models
1.2.2 Diffusion weighted imaging
Diffusion Weighted Imaging (DWI) is an MRI modality introduced in the early 1990’s [5] [6]
to measure diffusion of water molecules inside voxel boundaries of a tissue. Pattern and
range of this movement differ in different brain tissues; therefore, this modality can perform
a non-invasive measurement of diffusion restrictions to infer and reveal tissue properties
and form a corresponding image for various applications such as diagnosis of intra-cranial
infections, masses, trauma and edema (Fig. 1.3).
Diffusion-driven movement is a 3D process and behaves similar to a probe for tissue
structure. DTI is a subset of DWI, which allows to identify white matter orientations based
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Fig. 1.2: Structural imaging of the brain with T1-weighted and T2-weighted measurements.
As can be seen these two imaging methods have different sensitivities and contrast
properties toward similar tissue types (e.g. CSF is dark on T1 and bright on T2)
(note: images are not from the same subject)
upon molecular diffusions in the applied gradient direction [7]. There have been numerous
clinical applications for DWI such as assessment of white matter deformations in brain
tumor developments and pre-surgical planning.
Tractography is a mathematical process (Fig. 1.4), in which major orientation of diffusion
tensors inside of each voxel are integrated to trace and virtually construct white matter
tracts [8]. Probabilistic tractography considers all major directions of tensors and generates
all plausible white matter patches from a seed point. On the other hand, deterministic
tractography takes into account only one major direction in each voxel, thus creates one
streamline for every given voxel. It returns a realistic construction of white matter pathways.
1.2.3 Functional MRI
Despite the inherent complexity of defining brain connectivity in terms of physiology, it
can be quantified by means of observing its behavioral outcomes or energy resources it
consumes. The latter is a more objective metric; as such, functional MRI is one of the
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Fig. 1.3: Diffusion properties in main three tissue types of the brain: a) brownian motion
restrictions in grey matter(right), white matter(middle) and CSF(left) with related
diffusion profiles. b) Maximum eigenvalue of the tensors in the given slice. c)
Fractional Anisotropy in the same slice. d) Glyph display of FA in the same slice.
Used color map is blue-green-yellow-red (low to high)
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Fig. 1.4: Process of tractography: a) FA directions represented as line glyphs b) Tracing
of tensor directions to construct fiber streamlines c) final streamlines with tracts
originating from a seed box
brain imaging modalities designed specifically to measure oxygen fluctuations of blood in
brain. Other well-known functional brain imaging modalities are ElectroEncephaloGraphy
(EEG) [9] and MagnetoEncephaloGraphy (MEG) [10] which record electrical signals (i.e.
EEG) and resultant electro-magnetic fields (i.e. MEG) emitted from brain cortex and
crossed through the skull. Despite high temporal resolution, the main shortcomings of EEG
and MEG are poor spatial resolution and low signal to noise ratio.
Consumption of oxygenated blood is shown to spike in brain grey matter areas related
to cognitive or motor tasks during their performance. Thus, fMRI is recognized as the most
reliable non-invasive technique to measure fluctuations of Blood Oxygenation Level (BOLD)
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Fig. 1.5: Volumetric recording of brain activity using fMRI
and quantify underlying brain activity [11].
fMRI images from the MRI scanner are volumetric scans collected repeatedly along
temporal axis which result in a 4D data [12]. To put it another way, the temporal profile of
a 3D brain volume is repeatedly acquired along the scan period to capture BOLD signals
with enough temporal resolution. Higher temporal resolution is obtained in exchange of their
spatial resolution (Fig. 1.5). Thus, there exist artifacts associated because of uncontrollable
factors such as head movement during the scans and scanner artifacts. For this reason, noise
removal algorithms are required to maximize signal to noise ratio. Then, initial step to be
carried out on fMRI data in most studies, involves a combination of Preprocessing Steps
such as motion correction, co-registration, spatial and temporal filtering.
Task fMRI protocols are designed to record the blood oxygen response when a subject
reacts to an external stimulus. It normally consists of a task interval followed by rest,
repeated numerous times to achieve a statistically powerful response [13]. Resting State
fMRI (rsfMRI or rs-fMRI) is the other popular experimental protocol for fMRI studies that,
despite task fMRI, it has minimal design load and no active involvement from patient [14]. In
rs-fMRI the subject undergoes a continuous block of brain functional scan and is instructed
to rest without falling sleep. Processing rs-fMRI outcomes with various clustering techniques
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is demonstrative of spatially remote, but functionally similar regions in the brain. These
clusters of brain regions are called brain networks [15](it will be described in section 1.3 of
this chapter).
1.3 Brain connectivity and networks
Modeling brain neural connectivity as a network structure has a relatively long history
[16]. However, it was upon discovery of similarities between time signal of distant grey
matter regions that network science helped to formulate those similarities as a network of
connections among the activated regions [17].
Graph analysis has been the most popular mathematical model to represent a brain
network. It consists of an abstract format (matrix) and a visual counterpart (node and link
diagram) [18].
Structural brain network refers to the anatomical links and pathways that might exist
between two areas of interest in the brain. Therefore, graph nodes are areas of interest
over the brain volume and network connections are physical linkages or similarities that are
normally computed from physical properties of white matter and its tracts.
Functional networks take into the account similarities between functional signals of the
brain regions and forms links between the areas with highly similar functional characteristics.
Neural complexity has been defined as a metric to represent the extent that local seg-
regation is combined with global integration through functional activation patterns [19].
Brain as a complex biological structure possesses small world characteristics yielding an
optimized network structure.
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Fig. 1.6: Classification of techniques for visualization of macroscopic connectivity adopted
with modifications from [20]: a) Label map generated by Fractional Anisotropy [21]
b) Tensor glyphs to represent arrangement of myofibers a single slice [22] c©2006
IEEE c) Corpus callosum generated by in vivo tractography [8] d) Relationship
between FC and anatomical distance between those functional centers [23] e) Con-
nectivity bitmap matrix with a highlighted cell to display related regions [24] f)
Connectogram with circular arrangement of regions and their connectivity and
anatomical properties indicated with 6 layers of color maps [25] g) Edge bundling
for display of whole-brain connectivity in 3D environment of brain [26] c©2014
IEEE) h) Interactive connectivity matrix with sample response [27]
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1.4 Previous work on visualization of brain connectiv-
ity
Regardless of the biological sources behind the brain connectivity (whether connectivity
information are derived from the macro anatomy of the brain connective structure or they
indicate pure functional similarities between the endpoints), visualization of connectivity
information has been traditionally divided into two major categories as below [20] (further
examples can be found in Fig. 1.6):
Structural : Structural methods consider realistic graphical elements in exact anatomical
positions to render the connectional information. Diffusion tensors might offer
more than one major direction in each voxel, as such and in order to visualize
tensor information, anisotropy might be shown by a gray scale scalar image.
Directional information might also be displayed by Red-Green-Blue (RGB)
color channels or graphical elements called glyphs. The most realistic method
is fiber tractography which generates virtual streamlines from in vivo data
acquisitions to resemble neural fiber bundles.
Connectivity Matrices : In comparison to structural connectivity, where emphasis is
on spatial trajectory between two end points, functional connectivity is more
concerned with the degree of connectivity between two regions which results
from neural activity as measured by a neuroimaging modality. In almost all of
the scenarios these inter-regional data can be modeled as a graph, where each
region is equal to a vertex and each link is equal to en edge.
Graph-based methods usually discard spatial information of linkages, hence instead of
trajectories, its salient feature is characteristic similarities between termination points. A
graph with N regions will normally possess an N×N connectivity matrix where cell at (i, j)
is filled with degree of connectivity among region i and j. If node positions in the visualized
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glyphs are similar to anatomical relations, it would belong to spatial subcategory. If they
are organized without anatomical information this constitutes non-spatial subcategory.
Due to the complexity of the functional connectivity matrix, it is impossible to display
all the details on a single brain volume. In one of the early attempts to visualize this
matrix [28], Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was applied to compress and maintain
the main variations of the connectivity matrix. In order to generate a color-coded volume
of the brain and fit the majority of the connectivity matrix to a single brain volume, three
components of the matrix with largest variations were extracted to form an RGB color
map that was later overlaid on cortical areas. Similar to every PCA dimension reduction
algorithm, there should be an inspection on significance of high-priority components, by
comparing their variance to the variance of remaining components.
Principal or Independent Component Analysis (PCA/ICA) is computed over the whole
brain and transformed the imported correlation matrix of connectivity to a group of un-
correlated or independent components; whereas, seed-based methods necessitate a single
voxel within the brain as input. Given this voxel, seed-based methods search and display all
functionally relevant areas according to a similarity function (e.g. correlation of time series).
Since seed-based methods depend on user-input, user interactive modules are employed in
their architecture. Bo¨ttger et al. developed a simple interface that served to investigate the
resting state networks [29]. Being interactive, it allowed user to move a single cursor over
an orthogonal plane of an anatomical scan to select a seed point. Pre-computed correlation
map of the network assigned to the selected voxel, was displayed on the brain image as an
overlaid activity map. To evaluate this real time system, brain scans of healthy participants
and patients with brain lesions were imported and two types of experiments were performed
to measure usability and interactive exploration features. Potential displacement of FC net-
works in tumorous brains was examined by neurosurgeons. The efficiency of this software
was proven by observing displacement effects of tumors on FC networks; however some
difficulties were reported in more complex maps such as language network. Since, standard
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method of direct cortical stimulation is invasive; FC can be a promising alternative for
exploration of tumor resection planning.
In a similar work by van Dixhoorn et al., an Region Of Interest (ROI) based FC ex-
plorer was designed and tested [30]. This application is an integration of three different
visualization methods (namely pixmap, anatomical and flat mapping of the brain volume).
Domain experts were recruited to comment on its performance and usability after perform-
ing case studies. Listed visualization modules enable user for a variety of interactions such
as network probing and volume deformation. Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) ray casting
boosted volume rendering capabilities of the system, resulting in coupled multiple views that
user can depict a point or region of interest in one view. Through this utility corresponding
features or regions inside other views can be specified.
In another attempt, van Dixhoorn et al. came up with an elegant layout that overcame
shortcomings of well-known connectivity representations by combining and linking them [31].
Anatomical, graph and matrix view and scatter plot complement each other and facilitate
selecting and localizing outliers of the plot over a 3D brain volume and analogous ball and
stick model. Evaluation of system usability was performed by a combination of case studies
and reporting comments from expert users.
Graphs are considered useful models to visually represent an adjacency matrix; therefore,
brain connectivity matrix can also equally benefit from node and edge presentation. Using
straight lines to render whole brain connectivity graph in a single volume is too cluttered
due to large number of connections. Bo¨ttger et al. introduced a new innovative style for
generating less cluttered brain connectivity networks [26]. Two types of edge bundling
methods were combined to select and merge close pathways within connectivity graphs. By
this, not only the whole connectivity graph can be displayed in a 3D anatomical context,
but structural connectivity can also be added to the same framework for visual comparison.
Edge bundling happens at the middle of the links that allows a more efficient screen sharing,
while preserving anatomical locations of end points.
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Later, Bo¨ttger et al. used their 3D edge bundling approach in an open source software
platform called BrainGL [32]. They introduced connexel as a seven dimensional element to
graphically represent brain functional links. Two main components of connexel visualization
are edge bundling, as a way to combine similar pathways of connectoms, and connectivity
glyphs, the iconic visual elements that reflect properties of underlying cortical surface. By
choosing an optimal threshold over correlation values, large portion of inferior connections
were safely eliminated. Glyph sizes can also vary to represent degree of attributed graph
node. Moreover, color of the bundles and glyphs conveyed orientation and connectivity
value. Instead of experimenting performance of this system, its effective features were
demonstrated.
1.4.1 Clinical applications of fMRI and DTI
fMRI and DTI measurements are carried out to map and preserve the eloquent cortical areas
prior and after the surgery for a safe treatment in brain tumors and epilepsy [33]. fMRI
is utilized to assess displacement of functional centers within the grey matter cortex under
clinical conditions such as epilepsy or brain tumor. Similarly, DTI has provided means
to monitor and compare whiter matter tissue characteristics and functional importance in
normal conditions versus pathological situations.
The combination of fMRI with DTI (multimodal neuroimaging) enables functional as-
sessment of major and eloquent fiber bundles such as corticospinal tract and the arcuate
fascicle. Despite offering noninvasive localization of brain activation and cellular struc-
ture, fMRI and DTI are not part of the established care procedure [34]. Cortical mapping
techniques such as fMRI are capable of extracting voxel clusters inside grey matter (GM),
responsible for respective function, but can not show a full picture of neural circuit. As a
result, it can be helpful to combine them with structural techniques such as DTI, to ob-
tain a full-frame visualization from neural connections upon supplementing its subcortical
elements [35].
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Efficient brain network configuration is believed to indicate the optimal brain function.
Application of graph theory and brain network science to neurological disorders may also
offer explanations as to why and how brain networks change under such conditions [36].
New evidence also shows that brain network theory has the potential to predict surgical
outcomes and cognitive deficits of clinical operations [37] [38]; therefore, it is worthwhile to
invest time and effort on visualization and computation techniques to incorporate network
integrity measures into the neurosurgical planning software platforms.
1.4.2 Visual integration of structural and functional connectivity
During the past two decades, there has been a remarkable growth in the development and use
of noninvasive neuroimaging techniques. This advancement, has contributed significantly
to the research that focuses on understanding human brain, either in normal conditions or
pathological disorders. By integrating neuroimaging modalities, neuroscience research has
been able to fuse complementary information from multiple modalities, thus multimodal
neuroimaging has been one of the frontiers of the neuroimaging developments [39] [40].
Multimodal images are considered as a key element to unravel relationship between brain
function and structure. In recent years fMRI and DTI techniques have been very popular
modalities in clinical and cognitive neuroscience, as they provide fundamental data from
grey matter function and white matter microstructure respectively. In addition to intrinsic
integrity of WM and GM, complementary information of fMRI and DTI can justify combi-
nation of these two modalities to explore brain structure and function and their relationship.
Three main categories for fusion and analysis of fMRI and DTI have been proposed: fMRI
assisted DTI, DTI driven fMRI and joint analysis of them [40]. Hence multimodal in-
formation is merged before visualization stage, user cannot view both modalities in their
respective context and joint analysis of fMRI and DTI does not contribute to multimodal
visualization. Innovations in data visualization, from tensor glyphs and anatomical tracts
to matrices and graph-based representation of connectivity, enable us to have an intuitive
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insight into the foundation of brain networks. Analyzing the human connectome depends
on multimodal representation with data abstraction and rendering a complete connectome
within anatomical context to enhance inherently cluttered and unreadable content.
SC and FC have their own unique way of computation; first one specializes in generat-
ing spatial pathways and second one captures brain activity over time at the end points,
respectively. Due to these differences, simultaneous depiction of functional and anatomical
connectivity poses a substantial challenge for the visual integration in the same space. One
prompt response to this challenge would be equipping the user to view and explore a subset
of the complex data, selectively. Another suggestion would be use of visual cues to include
essential information from other modality in an augmented style on graphical models of the
present modality in the scene.
Two of the remarkable works on this field are carried out by Chamberland et al. [41] in
2015 and Li et al. [42] in 2012. Chamberland et al. proposed a new exploratory technique
to compute rs-fMRI data through fiber tracts and vice versa. Their algorithm allows to
adjust the tractography parameters and (accompanied with a real-time tractography imple-
mentation [43]) user can interactively change and inspect the tracts to maximize presence of
rs-networks on a per subject basis. Li et al. designed a multimodal platform that provides
a user-interface in order to adjust ROI locations with the goal of maximizing certain brain
network measures.
The research question that we are about to address in regards to visual integration of
two connectivity types is How an interactive method and tool can be developed and tested to
visually integrate and selectively view functional and anatomical brain networks, while con-
fining to the 3D anatomical space? Multimodal MRI neuroimaging might have the potential
to provide essential complementary information to answer clinical and research questions
that exist regarding if and how white matter anatomy of central nervous system serves
recorded neural activity.
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1.4.3 Visual computation of multimodal connectivity for neuro-
surgical planning
Pre-operative planning of neurosurgical treatments is a challenging and complex task. Clin-
icians rely on their own spatial reasoning as well as anatomical knowledge of the brain to
avoid important structures. Over the past few decades, Minimally-Invasive Neurosurgery
had dramatic changes, yet new tools and visualization schemes are to be developed to fully
exploit the potential solution that neuroimaging data may offer to target and trajectory
planning. As an example, in epilepsy, accurate location of the cortical electrodes needs to
be assessed preoperatively. Similarly, in a stereotactic brain surgery, neuroimaging data is
the basis for accurate localization of a tumor, determination of its boundaries and planning
of an optimal path to the lesion while preserving functionally critical areas. The location
of such areas has inter-subject variations and needs to be computed on an individual basis.
For this reason, similar neurosurgical procedures demand extensive multimodal functional
and structural acquisitions to provide accurate diagnostic information to assess the risk and
outcome of the surgery. Results shall be processed and shown to physicians in an efficient
way to convey significant information while minimizing cognitive load on them. Neurolo-
gists are also key members of a surgical team to help in both identifying and avoiding the
adjacent brain eloquent areas.
An efficient visualization system allows a physician to investigate regions of interest,
preoperatively in a 3D context, without occlusion from surrounding unimportant brain
structures. As a result, interactive exploration of neuroimaging data is becoming a critical
part of neuronavigation technologies. Resting state fMRI has been successfully employed
in Hart et al. to identify distribution of major networks and eloquent areas in patients
with focal brain lesions with promising results for predicting functional consequences of
tumor growth, surgical treatment and postoperative rehabilitation [44]. To the best of
our knowledge, Rieder et al. were the first to integrate task-fMRI driven eloquent regions
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Fig. 1.7: Visual Computing Ecosystem.
[a] URL: goo.gl/xae5Lr
[b] Visual Analytics Solves 5 Big Data Challenges, URL: goo.gl/H34hP8
[c] CRF as RNN: Semantic Image Segmentation Live Demo, URL:
https://goo.gl/3aaMqb
[d] Virtual Reality, Augmented RealityI call it i-Reality , URL:
https://goo.gl/wXq8Xs
[e] Fragoso to study computer vision-related image recognition, URL:
https://goo.gl/lnhc2C
[f ] URL: goo.gl/dg9U4v
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and fiber bundles in an interactive interface for therapy planning along with novel volume
rendering features (e.g. silhouettes) for enhancement of depth perception in tumor resection
planning [45]. Trope et al. introduced a comprehensive solution for neurosurgical path
planning to automatically maximize the distance between surgical trajectory and vital brain
structures such as functionally active areas and major fiber bundles [46]. The research
question that we are about to address in regards to visual computation of brain networks
for surgical planning applications is How a computational method can be developed and
tested to visually represent the relevant damage to brain networks and eloquent areas in a
key-hole neurosurgical scenario, while confining to the 3D anatomical space? Multimodal
brain networks might offer a quantitative metric to assess and avoid the functional hubs of
the central nervous system and a visualization tool developed based on these metrics will
be an asset in supporting the decision that surgeons make regarding eloquent areas of the
brain. Further information about foundation of visual computing can be found in Fig. 1.7.
1.4.4 Technical requirements of brain connectivity visualization
Visualization of brain networks consists of initiating graphical objects using software li-
braries and adjusting their graphical properties. The computational need for visualization
originates from the limited space available for display of big background data which ne-
cessitates existence of computation algorithm to compress and combine input data to the
available structure.
3D graphical objects are divided to two broad categories: volumetric data and surface
meshes. Both of these general categories are utilized in this dissertation.
Interactiveness of a visualization interface mainly refers to enabling human user to in-
quire further information or select a desired method of view through a computer graphics
engine that renders raw data to generate virtual objects. One of the conditions for interac-
tive visualization systems are being responsive to user’s requests (see Fig. 1.8).
In this work and after surveying available open source softwares such as MeVisLab [47]
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Fig. 1.8: Main Components of Interactive Visualization
and Voreen [48], 3D Slicer Imaging platform [49] was found as a suitable software devel-
opment environment. It has various built-in tools and interactive features readily available
to use. Fiducial markers (points), orthogonal planes, interactive bounding boxes and label
maps are some of the helpful meta information to annotate and filter the images. Volume
rendering and tractography display units of 3D Slicer were other interactive functionalities
that our development was dependent upon. 3D Slicer also provides access to built-in li-
braries which are required for the desired purpose and they are available through Python
wrapper.
In order to develop novel graphical user interfaces, we needed a reliable object oriented
software library and the mostly recommended one (by other research developers) was Qt1
containing advanced GUI development widgets to develop desired input ports. Another
decision was choosing the right option between OpenGL2 or VTK3 as the graphical rendering
unit. Due to the availability of VTK in 3D Slicer, it was selected to add, modify and display
graphical models with ease.
1https://www.qt.io/
2https://www.opengl.org/
3http://www.vtk.org/
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1.5 Overview of the thesis
This thesis addresses the need for novel exploratory techniques for multimodal brain con-
nectivity with the goal of fusing this information for further discoveries in basic neuroscience
and improving patient care. This need has been initially investigated and addressed in the
3rd chapter through a visual analytical scenario with the goal of developing a new platform
for exploring the brain networks. Later, in chapter 4, a new algorithm and software tool
has been proposed to incorporate multimodal brain network information to a neurosur-
gical planning scenario with the goal of visual representation of connectomic information
with minimal visual interference to user’s view. Chapter 2, reports development of a novel
collision detection algorithm which was later employed in subsequent projects to localize
and retrieve white matter fibers and grey matter regions. The structure of this thesis is
summarized below:
1.5.1 Tractography Analysis for Multimodal Brain Visualization
Most debilitating neurological disorders have anatomical origins. Yet, unlike other body
organs, the anatomy alone cannot easily provide an understanding of brain functionality.
In fact, addressing the challenge of linking structural and functional connectivity remains
in the frontiers of Neuroscience. Aggregating multimodal neuroimaging datasets may turn
out critical for developing theories that span brain functionality, global neuroanatomy and
internal microstructures. This algorithm generates a data structure that holds the spatial
trajectory of a fiber bundle. This trajectory consists of a binary membership for each
fiber in the regions of interest that a superior module is designed based on. A superior
module also feeds in identifiers of the regions, upon which relevant fibers is extracted.
In this study we developed and evaluated a two-phase algorithm to accelerate generating
clusters of deterministic fiber bundles. This algorithm can be employed in 3D interactive
connectivity visualization frameworks that rely on spatial localization of fiber trajectories for
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their faster retrieval in the interaction stage. The proposed algorithm in chapter 2, facilitates
real time visual inspection of neuroimaging data to further discoveries in structure-function
relationship and interactive selective visualization of subsets from fiber bundles.
1.5.2 MultiXplore: Visual Exploration Platform for Multimodal
Neuroimaging Data
Construction of brain functional and structural networks by neuroimaging methods facili-
tates inter-modal studies. These types of studies often demand exploration tools to carry
out functional-structural discoveries and address questions regarding the anatomical origins
of brain networks. This chapter describes the design and development of a software module
for interactive visualization and exploration of dual-modal brain networks. Our objective
was to equip the user with a research tool to investigate brain connectivity matrices, while
visualizing relevant anatomical landmarks within a 3D volumetric view. In order to render
this volume, MultiXplore is designed to load images from structural and diffusion MRI,
as well as connectivity matrices. Once the user selects desired cells through interactive
matrix unit, associated axonal fiber pathways and grey matter regions are generated and
displayed. Integration and visualization of functional and structural networks in this 3D
interactive framework are successfully implemented and tested. MultiXplore reforms cur-
rent brain graph representation from node and link to anatomically more realistic graphical
means and assists scientists to bridge the connectivity matrices to their anatomical ele-
ments. There also exist additional novel functionalities to annotate and differentiate fibers
in large fiber bundles. Despite traditional graph displays, interactive functionality enables
inspection and visualization of relevant structure without cluttering the scene with excessive
information.
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1.5.3 Objective Estimation and Visualization of Eloquence Score
based on Structural and Functional Connectivity for Neu-
rosurgical Path Planning (NeuroPathPlan)
In this chapter, novel multimodal objective metrics are introduced and an algorithm that
examines all plausible pathways to access a target region inside of skull is proposed to esti-
mate associated cognitive damage. This damage is an aggregate of intervened grey matter
volume and number of axonal pathways, weighted by associated anatomical and functional
networks which are driven from rsFMRI and DTI. In order to evaluate this approach, we
have implemented an exhaustive search algorithm that scans through the solution space and
visually represents estimated damage score associated with a path initiated from underlying
points. Brain networks are built from resting state fMRI and deterministic tractography.
Given the problem of deciding an optimal entry point to minimize the cognitive deficits,
damage risk score obtained from this framework has been compared to the answers from
clinical experts. Results demonstrate that proposed scores are capable of producing opti-
mal entry points similar to the ones collected from field experts determined by anatomical
landmarks. Ultimately, these scores will allow clinicians to refine their decisions based to
minimize the damage to the hubs of personalized brain networks.
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Chapter 2
Tractography Analysis for
Multimodal Brain Visualization
This chapter is mainly adapted from:
S. M. Bakhshmand, S. de Ribaupierre, and R. Eagleson (2017): “Real-time Interac-
tive Tractography Analysis for Multimodal Brain Visualization Tool: MultiXplore” In SPIE
Medical Imaging (pp. 101352J-101352J).
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Multimodal neuroimage data visualization
Proper planning and guidance of Central Nervous System (CNS) neurosurgical procedures
can lead to reduced associated risks ( e.g. simple sensory motor neurological deficits or more
complex cognitive problems). Preservation of eloquent brain areas during neurosurgical
interventions is contingent upon adequate knowledge of individual neuroanatomy; thus,
demands a thorough investigation of underlying tissues in the planning stage by employing
brain 3D images. Modeling brain anatomy and functionality as a complex network for both
neurological disorders and normal conditions is becoming mainstream research in discovering
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how the brain executes cognitive and motor tasks. This type of network, often called
functional or structural connectivity, is formed based on measurements from functional (e.g.
fMRI, Positron Emission Tomography [1], Magnetoencephalography [2]) or structural (e.g.
T1 weighted MRI [3] diffusion weighted imaging [4] (DWI)) brain imaging modalities. One
of the major milestones in connectivity research area is examining functional and structural
relation as a promising method to unravel neural basis of brain activity. Undoubtedly, fMRI
and DTI are two important in vivo imaging modalities to quantify respective interactions.
DTI data is the basis for generating virtual 3D models of actual axonal linkages in the brain
called tractography (also known as fiber tracts) and helps to non-invasively identify the
configuration of WM bundles around intervention site and access trajectory.
Due to this fact, aggregation of multimodal neuroimaging data has been popular in
neuroscience studies [5]. Visualization has a crucial role in assisting a researcher to picture
mutual information of dual modalities. It should be noted that, due to the large quantity of
processed information for each volume, exploration is a key component to enable the user
to view desired content in the anatomical space selectively. This was a key consideration
in designing and development of MultiXplore [6]. In addition, this platform can visually
integrate functional landmarks from an atlas-parcellated brain and mutually intersecting
fiber tracts. This unique visualization technique allows the user to interactively inspect
underlying WM pathways of functionally connected areas and aims to improve current
knowledge of anatomical foundation serving brain networks. One of the main requirements
of this visualization framework was minimization of system response time to achieve real
time user interactions. This chapter introduces a new technique to minimize computation
time of fiber analysis algorithms.
2.1.2 Related works
Whole brain fiber tracts are densely populated inside of the brain, making it difficult to
comprehend abnormalities within that limited space [7]. Fiber clustering techniques have
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been used to group and classify fiber bundles of the WM to visualize them as subsets of
whole brain tractography. Criteria for this classification is variant from shape similarity of
adjacent fibers [8] and originating/crossing from a given region of the brain [9] to fMRI based
inferential of fiber clusters [10]. Chamberland et al. [11] considered new features for user
interaction in a 3D environment to visualize fiber tracts originating from an interactive seed
volume. This algorithm employs an accelerated fiber tracking technique that supports real
time generation of fiber tracts upon displacement of seed region or adjustment of parameters
[12]. Weiler et al. [13] introduced a tool to assist with defining anatomically meaningful
region(s) of interest (ROI) for fiber tract extraction. A tree-based data structure was utilized
to store fiber information for interaction stage. A similar strategy was considered to facilitate
fiber extraction from a whole-brain tractography. Optimizing required time to render the
selected fibers is the main requirement for exploration of the large fiber bundles. The original
contribution of this work extends upon a fiber selection algorithm used in fiber bundle label
select (FBLS) [14] to optimize its run time. FBLS can select and transfer the fibers that
have mutual points with given regions of grey matter (or any other brain sub-volume).
This happened by generating a membership array to facilitate interactive visualization and
selection of tracts in a real-time fashion. The module is developed within the framework of
the 3D Slicer software platform [15].
In this chapter, a summary of the imaging inputs for the algorithm is provided and data
structure of the outputs is defined. In the results sections, we will represent generated fiber
bundles and will compare required time of the new method to the current tools.
2.2 Computational model for fiber clustering and re-
trieval
DWI is a non-invasive medical imaging modality that relies on diffusion of water molecules
inside of a tissue to generate structural images that indicates macrostructure of that tis-
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sue [16]( Fig. 2.1(a)). DTI is the outcome of a mathematical operation on DWI images and
computes distribution of major orientation of gradient directions in each voxel of the target
tissue ( Fig. 2.1(b)). Parameters that are derived from tensors in DTI can be visualized
as scalar values over the brain volume. Other application of tensors are generating neural
pathways by tracing voxel-level major orientation vectors. This process is called tractogra-
phy ( Fig. 2.1(f)) and two major types are probabilistic and deterministic [17]. Probabilistic
method considers all possible tree branches of a neural fiber in a voxel with non-significant
difference between first and second eigenvector; thus, results in multiple tracks from a single
seed region. Deterministic method selects a single path for the fiber, without considering
relative eigenvectors and generates a view of brain WM pathways that is more realistic and
resembles the actual brain WM anatomy.
2.2.1 Brain landmarks and parcellation
Brain atlas is a segmentation of brain volume with isolated subsets of regions that share
similar anatomical, physical or functional properties. It provides a universal platform to
label the brain regions across a large population of subjects. These labels can later be
registered to the T1-weighted image and represent areas that share similar features. More
details are shown in Fig. 2.2(b) and Fig. 2.2(c).
2.2.2 Functional connectivity
Functional MRI is a non-invasive MRI modality that records brain activity by tracking
the changes in deoxygenated hemogolobins (Hb) in blood flow. In other words, fMRI can
spatially differentiate areas that demand higher oxygenated blood supply with acceptable
temporal resolution. The basic assumption of fMRI originates from the fact that higher
brain activity necessitates more oxygenated blood at a given area. This activation signals
are recorded whilst subject of the study is in the MRI scanner, performing designed tasks.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 2.1: Basics of DTI and tractography: a) Eddy corrected DWI image b) DTI image
constructed by painting voxels based on 3D orientation of their major diffusion
gradient. Major diffusion orientation can be visualized as a 3D ellipsoid and over-
laid on 2D slices (c) or 3D volumes in a selected slice of that volume. Line segments
are used in (e) (instead of ellipsoids) to visualize voxel level diffusion tensors. As
shown in (f) voxel by voxel tracing for the major orientation of diffusion tensors
results in fibers that cross through that plane.
Therefore, fMRI yields a temporal signal of BOLD response in each brain region within the
determined field of view. Functional connectivity is a computational approach to analyze
fMRI signal all over the brain and aims to find recurrent patterns of brain activity between
different regions of the brain and along the recorded window of experiments. Connectivity
can be modeled as a graph with nodes located in atlas areas of the brain and strength of
between-node similarity is represented as graph edges (upon applying a threshold to convert
the initial matrix to a binary one). Similar to graph theory, a matrix can hold and represent
numerical values of graph connections in a compact fashion. Atlas defined subvolumes (here
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we call them ROI) of the brain serve as nodes of the connectivity graph. Functional MRI
signals of the corresponding nodes are obtained from these subvolumes of the GM.
2.2.3 VTK fiber bundle data structure
Following is a review of VTK [18] file data structure. This structure can be employed
to display and store results of fiber tractography in 3D Slicer. As shown in Fig. 2.3, a
deterministic fiber tractography file consists of a finite number of lines. Each line has an
identifier index that uniquely represents that particular line. Second level is the number
of spatial points that exist inside of any given line. Those set of point coordinates are an
attribute of the line. Another attribute of the line is principal diffusion gradients of any
corresponding voxel along the line. This attribute is saved in a 3× 3 tensor unit and holds
three eigenvectors of each point to render colors of the fibers according to the parameters
of choice for the user.
2.2.4 Atlas registered brain
Outcomes of the brain atlas parcellation are saved in a 3D volume with same coordinate
system as original file. The main difference between a normal volumetric structural brain
scan (Fig. 2.2(b)) and atlas volume (Fig. 2.2(c)) is narrowed to voxel values. Volume content
of the atlas, instead of grey level values, is formed from integers that represent labels of the
region associated with each voxel. This label file serves to determine which atlas region any
given point of a fiber belongs to ( Fig. 2.2(e) and Fig. 2.2(d)).
2.2.5 Coordinate system transformation
Since tractography lines and atlas registered brain volumes might use different coordinate
systems, it is recommended to inspect whether a transformation for projecting labeled file to
tractography file space is required or not. For instance, in the used data, tractography was
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 2.2: Brain Atlas Parcellation: a) Cortical 3D surface generated by FreeSurfer [19] b)
One axial slice of T1 weighted volume c) One axial slice of resultant atlas reg-
istration (This a Desikan-Killiany (DK) Atlas that is registered to subject space
using FreeSurfer. Each color represents voxels that belong to the same label.) d)
Corresponding location of the slice compared to brain volume. Left hemisphere
cortical mesh is translucent to allow see the labels. e) Subset of fibers that pass
through a selected rectangular area over the chosen slice. f) Magnified view of the
rectangular area in (e) with numeric equivalent of the labels manually added to
the image.
performed in scanner space (IJK) coordinate system, while the label file was in subject space
(RAS) and was transformed to IJK space during the memory array generation process.
2.2.6 Memory array, label lookup table (LUT), and memory buck-
ets
The proposed algorithm can load a registered atlas. These atlas can later be used to
verify whether a line enters into that region or not. In order to obtain the label of each
considered point, proposed algorithm iterates through each point of every given line. As
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Fig. 2.4 illustrates, concatenation of these 1D binary vectors generates the final 2D array.
This array will be referred during the interaction stage. The number of rows is equal to
the number of brain atlas regions that intersect fibers and the number of columns is same
as number of lines in the main tractography file. There are two other data files that are
generated during memory array processing: memory buckets and label lookup table. Memory
buckets obtains number of points in each individual line and stores them as a 1D array with
a length equal to the number of lines in tractography file. Similarly, label look up table
(LUT) is the other 1D array that stores integer value of the corresponding labels in the same
order of memory array. Upon the user selection, the selected rows of the memory array will
be element-wise multiplied, producing a vector with the same size ( Fig. 2.5). This new
array contains indices of the lines that are added to the scene in every iterative selection.
Fig. 2.3: Whole brain fiber tractography (Left) and A single streamline (Right)
2.3 Results
In order to test efficiency of the proposed algorithm, three sets of experiments are carried
out. First experiment examines processing times required to generate memory arrays for
whole-brain tractography files with a variety of line densities. The next two experiments
are intended to compare outcomes of the proposed method to two other available tools with
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Fig. 2.4: Formation of membership array: Scanning of streamlines according to the brain
labels to generate membership array.
Fig. 2.5: Processing of users input from a user interface developed in MultiXplore (A soft-
ware platform for visual exploration of multi-modal neuroimaging data ) [6], from
left to right: rows of selected ROIs are multiplied and corresponding streamlines
are transferred into 3D view.
similar functionality: FBLS and tractography label map seeding (TLMS) which can create
tractography files with placing seed regions inside of a given atlas area [14].
Second one aims to investigate required time to transfer selected tracts upon user’s
selection. In this test, acquired times from the proposed method are compared to FBLS.
Similar to the second one, third experiment examines the required time for extracting a
subset of fibers. The main difference between second and third experiment is inspecting
mutual fibers between two ROIs. The proposed algorithm (Pre-computed Array) and FBLS
have the potential to accept multiple regions as input. TLMS is the other module in 3D
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Slicer that can generate ROI based fiber bundles. TLMS performs the fiber subset generation
differently than FBLS. It performs tractography by seed placement inside of the designated
volume. The sole limitation of this module is being restricted to one ROI at a time. This
is because of inherent limitations of tractography procedure, where fibers can’t be filtered
to retain the ones that pass through multiple ROIs.
Anatomical scan and DTI data used in this study are from a 30 year old healthy subject.
Cortical surface and registration of DK Atlas labels is done using FreeSurfer 1. For further
information regarding the scanning parameters please refer to chapter 3.
These tests have been carried out in the imaging platform of 3D Slicer version 4.5.0-
1 using a Windows 10 PC (24 GB DDR3 RAM, Intel core i7 CPU 64 bit). FBLS and
TLMS are loadable modules in 3D Slicer, built as C++ plugins and optimized for heavy
computations. To prototype this novel idea, pre-computed array is written in Python and
implemented as a scripted module. Inputs for preprocessing algorithm are 4 tractography
files prepared by 3D Slicer from DTI images and with various seed spacing parameter to
prepare a range of line numbers and observe its effect on the computation time. Other
tractography parameters are identical for all four scenarios and are as follow: linear measure
start threshold: 0.3, minimum path length: 10 mm, maximum path length: 800 mm,
stopping criteria: fractional anisotropy (FA), stopping value: 0.2, stopping track curvature:
0.6, Integration Step: 0.5mm. Table 2.1 outlines number of lines and points in the generated
fibers, as well as spacing of the seed in tractography stage and required time to generate
precomputed memory array, memory buckets and LUT. Moreover, generated data is saved
in npy format to have minimal data size (1-10 MB). Fig. 2.6(a) to Fig. 2.6(d) exhibits
generated data. By visual inspections of those 4 data it was decided to set seed spacing to
0.5 mm for input file of the next step. Fibers in all the figures are colored according to the
voxel level FA and a rainbow colormap.
In the next experiment, fiber bundle selection is based on a single ROI. Three regions
1http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/
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(a) 1 (b) 2
(c) 3 (d) 4
Fig. 2.6: Axial views of tractography files with low (a) to high (d) line densities
are considered according to table 2.2 and Fig. 2.7. Generated fibers from TLMS had slightly
different characteristics than FBLS and our method, therefore their number of points and
lines are reported in separate column. For the third experiment, five combinations of ROIs
were considered to test FBLS and our method on a fiber bundle with minimum of 18 and
maximum of 3420 lines. Fig. 2.8 shows spatial configuration of the processed fiber bundles.
Similarly, table 2.3 reports the numerical outcomes of this experiment.
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Table 2.1: Properties of generated tractography files and required preprocessing times in
seconds
Number
of Lines
Number
of Points
Seed
Spacing(mm)
Computing
time(s)
1 3527 296977 3 4
2 1696 989244 2 9
3 54559 4593416 1.2 34
4 172553 14169565 0. 5 106
Table 2.2: Considered single ROI for evaluating required wait time: lh and rh refers to left
hemisphere and right hemisphere respectively, reported times are in seconds.
Index
of
ROI
Selected Region
Atlas Label
Num.
of
Points
Num.
of
Lines
TLMS
(s)
Num.
of
Points
Num.
of
Lines
FBLS
(s)
Memory
Array
(s)
1 Temporalpole(rh) 80751 1154 11 92755 1204 62 6
2 Superiortemporal(lh) 252892 3823 14 275340 3180 64 20
3 Superiorfrontal(rh) 1074906 14599 28 940236 11059 67 150
2.4 Discussion
In comparison to FBLS, the proposed algorithm demonstrates an improved speed for ROI-
based fiber bundle extraction. In the first experiment and according to table 2.1 it was
observed that line and point density of the fiber tractography is the main factor to determine
the necessary time for memory arrays computation. As can be seen from time performance
of table 2.2, TLMS holds a significantly better time performance than other two methods.
For instance, Superiorfrontal region takes 28 seconds for TLMS compared to 150 seconds
of precomputed array. However and as stated above, main limitation of TLMS is being
confined to one ROI, therefore fiber pathways between separate ROIs cannot be found.
According to the table 2.3 (last column) required time for memory array method is
proportional to the fiber bundle density. On the other hand, FBLS operation is divided
into two steps. Regardless of how large or small the output fibers would be, first step takes
around 60 seconds for each selection to scan the fiber bundle and create a temporary memory
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(a) index of ROI: 1
(d) index of ROI: 2
(g) index of ROI: 3
Fig. 2.7: Axial, Sagittal and Coronal views of the extracted tracts with highlighted atlas
labels in color along with a cortical surface to ease anatomical localization, numbers
in the left indicate Index of selected ROI from Table 2.2
array and second step takes 2 to 8 seconds for considered ROIs and is intended for copying
selected fibers. Despite lengthier total required time in FBLS, copying fibers happens in
much faster speed compared to memory array. This is due to the inherent speed differences
of C++ compared to Python. It should be noted that our current implementation is a
scripted module (based on Python); whereas, FBLS or TLMS modules are C++ plugin
(called loadable module) and are built against 3D Slicer and have access to more efficient
processing power. However, overall computation time for largest dual ROI selection (left
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(a) index of ROI: 1
(d) index of ROI: 2
(g) index of ROI: 3
(j) index of ROI: 4
(m) index of ROI: 5
Fig. 2.8: Axial, Sagittal and Coronal views of some of the extracted tracts with highlighted
atlas labels in color along with a cortical surface to ease anatomical localization,
numbers in the caption indicate Index of selected ROI from Table 2.3
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Table 2.3: Considered pairs of ROIs for evaluating required wait time: lh and rh refers to
the left hemisphere and right hemisphere, respectively. Also, reported times are
in seconds.
Index
of ROI
Selected Region(s)
Atlas Label
Num. of
Points
Num. of
Lines
FBLS
(s)
Memory
Array (s)
1 CaudalMiddleFrontal(lh)
and PostCentral(lh)
1843 18 62 ≤ 1
2 SuperiorFrontal(lh) and
IsthmusCingulate(lh)
9916 88 64 1
3 SuperiorFrontal(rh) and
CaudalMiddleFrontal(rh)
7029 175 64 3
4 IsthmusCingulate(lh) and
IsthmusCingulate(rh)
93233 923 65 9
5 SuperiorFrontal(lh) and
SuperiorFrontal(rh)
311155 3420 68 32
and right Superiorfrontal, last row of table 2.3) in precomputed array achieves 32 seconds,
less than half of the similar time for FBLS (67 seconds).
2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter a novel fiber selection algorithm is presented. This algorithm improves run
time of FBLS by optimizing redundant operations. New method facilitates visualization of
the anatomical origins of brain functional hubs during neurosurgical treatments, as well as
clinical research.
A novel algorithm is presented that significantly reduces required time for fiber clus-
tering. This has been realized by dividing a fiber selection pipeline to two stages. First
stage can generate a membership array which helps to reduce the required time for the
second stage. This method contributes to relatively low wait time and has a key role in
implementation of MultiXplore [6]. The time requirement for the first stage depends on the
volume of the input tractography file and varies from 1 to 3 minutes for an adequately dense
tractography data in the current system. According to our tests and results, the required
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time for the second stage is dependent on the number of lines and never exceeds 1 minute
for the largest probable selection. This is due to the fact that copying lines takes place in
an iterative loop. FBLS was not designed to support timely responses to user’s multiple
queries and consequently user might end up waiting for several minutes. Therefore, a new
approach was needed to minimize the time and allow for smooth exploration of multimodal
brain imaging data. Such exploration features would be beneficial in visualization of brain
structural-functional relations.
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Chapter 3
MultiXplore: Visual Exploration
Platform for Multimodal
Neuroimaging Data
This chapter is adapted from:
S. M. Bakhshmand, A. Khan, S. de Ribaupierre, and R. Eagleson (2017): “MultiX-
plore: Visual exploration platform for multimodal neuroimaging data” Elsevier Journal of
Neuroscience Methods 290:1-12.
3.1 Introduction
One of the primary objectives of multimodal brain network studies is to provide a structural
description for the complex network of connections in human brain [1] [2]. Considering the
complementary nature of multimodal neuroimaging, it provides necessary data for scientists
to investigate the relationship between structure and function of the brain [3]. As described
in Calhoun and Sui, spectrum of such data fusion methods for neuroimaging varies from
visual integration to joint fusion [4]. In the joint fusion end, analytical methods can com-
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bine and compare functional and structural connectivity (multimodal connectivity) between
distant regions of the brain with the potential of leading to the in-depth discoveries of un-
derlying brain organization [5]. Whereas, in the visual integration end existence of the
cortico-cortical axonal pathways can be employed to illustrate structurally segregated yet
functionally integrated cortical regions [6].
Graph analysis has been traditionally used to construct brain networks based on topo-
logical structures and connectional weights within the brain. Any given nodal region, often
called Region Of Interest (ROI), is formed by elements that are perceived to share similar
physiological or cognitive properties. Both ROIs and similarity metrics are computed us-
ing measurements from non-invasive brain imaging modalities. Therefore, a large volume
of information from neuroimaging modalities such as functional MRI (fMRI) and Diffu-
sion Tensor Imaging (DTI) can be abstracted to a functional and structural network and
visualized by a connectivity matrix [7] or a 3D node-link scheme [8].
Visual analysis of spatial domain plays a fundamental role in comprehending the out-
comes of processing 3D biological datasets, where physical origins cannot be neglected [9].
Thus, visual inspection utilities, such as image viewers, are included in most of the brain
analysis packages (e.g. FSL1 and SPM2) to provide users with visual display of their data.
Multimodal connectivity investigations often rely on graphical representation techniques
to depict their results; hence, visual representation of the connectivity data is an ongoing
research.
Visualization of fMRI and DTI analyses in a joint space was initially addressed by Koch
et al. [10]. They superimposed functional correlatives and DTI measures on a 2D slice
with the purpose of comparing spatial distribution of mutual peaks. Later, Blass et al.
visualized and explored 3D functional areas and fiber tracts in the vicinity of a tumor to
preserve adjacent eloquent areas in a surgical case [11]. Similarly, Greicius et al. and van
den Heuvel et al. employed deterministic fiber tractography to investigate the existence of
1https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/
2http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/
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connective pathways among distant regions of the Default Mode Network (DMN) [12] [13].
Despite being an inspiration for further developments, these methods lack multi network
support anmultisynaptic visualization of non-direct pathways.
In addition to visualization, interactive exploratory features have also been included in
neuroimaging packages to assist researchers in developing post acquisition research ques-
tions in the field of connectome studies [2]. BrainNet viewer is a MATLAB 3 toolbox which
visualizes brain graphs and volumetric surfaces. This toolbox has been popular for draw-
ing brain garphs [14] ; however, it has its own exploratory shortcomings such as limited
interaction options and static images from rendered 3D environment. Connectome Viewer
Toolkit is another open-source platform capable of integrating multimodal data, such that
the fiber set of each cortical ROI can be easily filtered and visualized [15]. On the other
hand, FATCAT toolbox allows for the filtration of probabilistic fibers (in addition to the
deterministic ones), thanks to its built-in tractography facilities [16].
In contrast to the above tools, which assist user with 3D realization of the network
topographies, Visual Analytics toolkit can optimize intranetwork connectivity measures by
joint modeling of neuroimaging data and interactive adjustment of ROI properties [17].
Chamberland et al. introduced an interactive tool for fMRI-guided tractography along
with a tractography-driven resting state Functional Connectivity (FC) [18]. This visual-
ization framework utilizes a real-time tractography tool [19] and allows adjusting a set of
tractography parameters for each individual subject. User can move the seed point and
simultaneously see the underlying spatial components of a FC map at the end points of
fiber tracts. Alternately, FC map can serve as a seed region to generate all of the emanating
fibers. This study successfully demonstrated how interactive visualization and multimodal
integration can support computation of individualized brain networks.
Lately, traditional representations of brain networks have been customized or modified
to accommodate both structural and functional modalities. As an instance, Hendricksen
3https://www.mathworks.com/
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has proposed a matrix-based visual integration of the neuroimaging modalities [20]. In
this approach, traditional FC matrix was augmented with bundled curves to indicate the
existence and strength of structural connectivity (SC) between the columns of that matrix
(as graph nodes). Similarly, newly added features to FATCAT enable user to explore a
connectivity matrix which is linked to the 3D anatomical environment of the brain [21].
In this chapter, we introduce the methodological development of a software tool (MultiX-
plore) which enables interactive exploration of brain networks with respect to their anatom-
ical counterparts. Generally, large tractography data, due to the abundance of overlapping
fibers, suffer from cluttered 3D views; this challenge has been previously addressed by ren-
dering the opacity based on fiber properties [22]. MultiXplore is designed to overcome this
limitation by selective rendering of fibers, enabling user to effortlessly compare the functional
scores with their anatomical elements. In comparison to novel matrix formats introduced
in Hendricksen and Taylor et al. ( [20], [21]), MultiXplore offers a similar functionality with
additional features such as scrolling bars for large matrices, tabular structure for multiple
matrices, and 3D models of atlas regions (ROIs) which are can be used to supplement the
3D view.
An initial prototype of MultiXplore software was introduced Bakhshmand et al. where
some preliminary results were demonstrated [23]. In the current work, issues related to clut-
tered views are addressed and a new mechanism to selective probing of white matter tracts
is offered. In MultiXplore fibers are clustered based on their intersections with landmark
cortical areas. It also provides an interactive interface to investigate the cortical associates
of the white matter tracts along with a quantitative assessment of functional similarities
between their endpoints. Adhering to the anatomical environment of brain can be con-
sidered as one of the advantages of MultiXplore, particularly in the neurosurgical training
applications. In the following sections, novel features of MultiXplore will be described and
an example dataset will be examined.
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3.2 Design methodology and considerations
There are multiple neuroimaging packages such as SPM, FSL, and AFNI4 which can be
used for neuroimage analysis. Although they are equipped with viewers for visualization
of the resultant images, none of them offer adequate flexibility to visualize those images
in a 3D environment and support for further developments of visualization techniques. In
contrast, we found 3D Slicer5 [24] as a popular, free and open-source software platform
for medical image analysis that offers advanced functionalities in importing and displaying
a large selection of medical image data formats. There are also a large number of user-
developed modules that can complement functionalities of 3D Slicer. Major image analysis,
visualization and interface design and implementation software libraries are also built into
3D Slicer. Moreover, there is an extensive community of developers who are very supportive
and responsive to the frequently raised questions and issues. Therefore, we employed 3D
Slicer, as an ideal package, for prototyping and testing medical visualization research ideas.
FMRI is able to detect the difference between low and high oxygen levels of blood, thus it
can track the temporal variations of oxygen consumption inside the brain volume [25]. Blood
Oxygenation Level Dependent (BOLD) response, represented in the form of a time signal,
is the raw outcome of fMRI. Finding the temporal similarities of segregated brain regions is
the basis of a method called Functional Connectivity (FC) that aims to characterize clusters
of brain regions with the same connectional state [26].
Diffusion Weighted Imaging (DWI) is another brain imaging technique that has been
introduced over 30 years ago [27]; this technique is able to capture the macroscopic tissue
structure by non-invasive estimation of water molecule diffusions at the voxel level. Compu-
tational methods can produce virtual neural pathways from eigenvectors of diffusion tensor
(through voxel by voxel tracing of their directions, leading to another type of brain networks
called SC [28]).
4https://afni.nimh.nih.gov/
5https://www.slicer.org/
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In this work, MultiXplore is implemented as a scriptable module and, after obtaining
its source code, can be added to 3D slicer using the extension wizard. One of the expected
requirements for MultiXplore was the ability to store and retrieve subsets of fiber tractogra-
phy. For these fiber subsets, differentiation basis is their intersections with the grey matter
(GM) atlas areas. In other words, fibers of a particular subset pass through a similar com-
bination of GM areas. The only available algorithm that could be incorporated into our
module was Fiber Bundle Label Select (FBLS) [29] which differentiates the fibers based on
their volumetric conjunctions. However, FBLS was not designed to be optimal from the
processing time point of view. Therefore, a new data structure was introduced in a previous
work by Bakhshmand et al. to detect the crossings of fibers and GM areas and generate
fiber clusters in adequately fast processing times [30]. This algorithm relies on a group of
precomputed arrays that can be saved onto the hard disk and reloaded.
In the graph theory, matrices have been employed to represent and store the connectivity
information of the network [8]. Similarly, such matrices have been employed in connectivity
studies to store the network data. As an instance, for a brain that has been parcellated
according to an atlas, rows and columns of the matrix (called adjacency matrix) correspond
to those ROIs; cells of this matrix indicate how strong the connection is in the relevant
ROIs.
In the rest of this section, input data for MultiXplore are briefly reviewed and the
corresponding developed functionalities are elaborated.
3.2.1 Required input data
3.2.1.1 Tractography
3D Slicer has a set of modules to generate deterministic tractography streamlines from
DTI volumetric images. All of these modules can load the final outcomes into the running
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memory, then they can be saved on a hard disk as a VTK 6 file format. VTK format may
enclose different data structures such as: Structured Points, Structured Grid, Rectilinear
Grid, and Polygonal Data [31]. Fiber tractography files are based on Polygonal data and
consist of a combination of points and lines, which can be saved on a hard disk as a VTK file.
Other popular tractography packages such as Camino 7 can also export their outputs as a
VTK file which is loadable to 3D Slicer. In addition to the DTI-based fibers, HARDI-based
tractography data [32] (e.g. fODF [33]) can also be used in MultiXplore.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.1: Grey and White Matter representations in MultiXplore: a) Surface models
generated by FreeSurfer, b) Axial view of a deterministic tractography file
3.2.1.2 Atlas parcellated brain volume
Neuroimaging packages (e.g. FreeSurfer8) register brain atlases to the cortical and sub-
cortical brain volumes for each subject. This process involves the assignment of a neu-
roanatomical label to each voxel of T1 weighted MRI. The outcome of this process is an
essential entry to MultiXplore; such that, intersections of the streamlines with the GM areas
will be assessed based on this file. Also, it will serve to generate 3D models of the atlas
6http://www.vtk.org/
7http://camino.cs.ucl.ac.uk/
8http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/
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ROI for the visualization of selected GM areas. This atlas must be consistent with the atlas
considered for fMRI analysis.
3.2.1.3 Connectivity matrices and headers
An adjacency matrix is often employed to represent the connectivity graph in an abstract
fashion. It is formed through a model based connectivity analysis and contains functional
similarities among selected pair of regions or networks. Regions in a brain atlas are defined
based on the similarity measures such as tissue properties; whereas, areas clustered by
fMRI analysis, based on their functional role, are called networks. Generally, the size of this
symmetric square matrix is equal to the number of regions. Numerical values of the matrix
cells might be positive or negative where negative ones represent the values of the anti
correlated regions. As a result, Multixplore can accept signed values within a normalized
range : (−1,+1). Input file is set to be in a tabular shape and Comma Separated Value
(CSV) format. Furthermore, user can load a structural matrix in the same format as the
functional one; the only difference is that it contains the normalized numbers of existing
streamlines between pairs of regions.
Besides connectivity matrices, Headers is the other required input for MultiXplore. Par-
ticularly, it holds names of the regions for the rows or columns of those matrices and relevant
label integers; and it can be loaded in a separate CSV file. This list will be used to represent
each ROI and the corresponding surface model, regardless of the order in which the matrix
regions or models are sorted. Headers file is required to have two distinct rows: one for the
names of the regions and the other for their numerical labels (both in the same order).
3.2.1.4 Surface models and labels
Cortical surfaces ease the anatomical localization of visual components in a 3D Scene.
These surfaces (Fig. 3.1 (a)) can be generated by cortical surface extraction tools, such
as FreeSurfer or BrainSuite, to create a topologically correct representation of the GM and
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cerebrospinal fluid tissue interface. Visualization of atlas ROIs on these isosurfaces can be
done using special elements in 3D Slicer called labels. These labels highlight the area per-
taining to a specific ROI with a vividly different color. However, in case of MultiXplore, we
found these labels difficult to load and use. Therefore, we decided to find an alternative way
to visualize the selected ROIs by a module in 3D Slicer called Model Maker, which creates
individual models (isosurfaces) for each ROI (Fig. 3.2). This module runs a marching cube
algorithm to create isosurfaces from boundaries of regions in a given 3D volume [34].
3.2.2 Developed functionalities
A schematic overview of the usage scenario for MultiXplore is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. In this
figure, “A” refers to the interactive connectivity matrix, “B” indicates linked FC and SC
matrix units, “C” shows the decisions unit for graphical rendering and underlying algorithm
is further described in Appendix, and “D” is a reference to a novel idea for the numerical
labeling of fiber tracts.
3.2.2.1 FC and SC matrices
MultiXplore is suitable for the type of brain networks that are computed from model-
based connectivity methods and have an associated matrix to hold and display the network
structure in a compact manner. Due to the difficulties of localizing and visualizing the
anatomical positions of nodes, large and static matrices are inherently difficult to work with
in neuroscience studies. Moreover, they are often densely populated, which makes it hard to
explore their details. Thus, a Qt version of a connectivity matrix widget is developed that
responds to user’s selections and can display further information from the selected cells; this
has been achieved using the table widget in Qt library 9. Values of the loaded CSV file are
converted to a color map and labeled in horizontal rows by th names of the relevant ROIs.
9https://www.qt.io/
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Fig. 3.2: A set of models generated from the atlas labels (For clarity and avoiding
visual occlusion, only some of the models are visible in b to d): a) Coronal slice
of a volumetric brain atlas, b) Cortical hemispheric isosurface models, c) Sagittal
view of the generated models, d) Axial view of the generated models, e) Model
hierarchy created by Model Maker
Any SC matrices (including the one generated by MultiXplore) can be loaded into Multi-
Xplore. As a unique feature of this tool, user’s selections in the FC matrix are automatically
highlighted on the corresponding cells of the SC one.
In addition to manual cell selection (clicking routine as part of the built-in features of
Qt tableview), an automatic selection key is also added to MultiXplore. This automatic
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Fig. 3.3: A graphical overview of the components of MultiXplore with contributed
novelties highlighted in red color (A to D).
method is a useful characteristic when the user decides to consider a large set of cells and
filter the ones that fall within a desired range. User can determine the boundaries of this
range through a slider or spin box entry (Fig. 3.4).
In addition to the static FC, which generates a single connectivity matrix, dynamic FC,
which generates multiple connectivity matrices, has also been of great interest in neuro-
science studies to capture the variations of brain networks in smaller time intervals [35].
Thus, Multixplore is designed in a way that it can accept and handle multiple connectivity
matrices with the same sizes; in this regard, a tabbed structure is employed to allow for a
smooth switching between the loaded matrices (Fig. 3.4) . Since there could be only one
working functional matrix at any given time, a radio button is considered to choose and
connect the intended one to the SC matrix and the 3D scene.
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Fig. 3.4: Schematic view of interactive connectivity matrix. In this matrix cells are
painted based on the underlying numerical value and turn gray once selected by
the mouse or sliders.
3.2.2.2 Real-time fiber extraction, linked ROIs, and virtual lines
One of the major challenges during development of interactive software interfaces is to
minimize the response time to user entries. Thereby, a tractography analysis algorithm is
employed to accelerate the extraction of fiber subsets using special precomputed memory
arrays developed in [30]. Fig. 3.5 presents underlying algorithm of FBLS as the main
process which takes place inside Rendering Unit of the framework. Two main inputs to the
algorithm are whole-brain tractography file and volumetric brain atlas regions. In the first
round (yellow rectangle) streamlines (Lines) of the main file are scanned and assigned a
label according to the volumetric file; results are saved into Memory arrays. In the second
round (purple rectangle) this array is used to generate output fibers by taking User Input
from Table into consideration. The goal of this algorithm is the quick transfer of line and
point data to the scene upon user’s selection. By clicking Generate Arrays three required
arrays will be generated and saved to the memory (in a compact npy format). These saved
arrays can be loaded back to the running memory of the module and employed in other
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Fig. 3.5: Flowchart of the algorithm for fiber subset generation: Yellow area belongs
to the memory array generating part and purple area is for fiber subset generation
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Fig. 3.6: A scenario for drawing virtual lines or generating fiber subsets: there are
two pairs of regions (chosen by FC matrix): {ROI1,ROI2} and {ROI3,ROI4}. For
the first pair, due to the absence of mutual fiber(s), a virtual line is drawn. For
the second pair, because of the mutual fiber, subset generation algorithm copies
the fiber.
operations using Load the arrays button. With a specified range of label numbers, this
module can generate a Model Hierarchy which stores multiple individual models (Fig. 3.2).
MultiXplore is able to import this model hierarchy and utilize it to visually represent the
locations of selected GM areas from the matrix (by setting opacity values of the regions).
In fact, this tool turns out to be a helpful educational means for exploring the atlas regions
of brain.
If there is not any fibers between a selected pair of regions, virtual lines (dashed lines
connecting centers of the selected pair of regions) will appear to inform the user. Fig. 3.6
presents a scenario that results in such virtual lines.
One principal process that takes place in MultiXplore nodes followed by copying fibers
and other related data from the full brain tractography to a new vtkMRML (Fig. 3.6). This
process is mainly adopted from FBLS (refer to the Appendix for more details). Since this
process normally takes a short while, a progress bar has been considered to indicate how
many points have been copied in relation to the total number of points. A cancel button is
added to abort the process whenever user decides to do so.
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3.2.2.3 Fiber labeling algorithm
Dealing with subsets of fiber bundles is a relatively new concept. Therefore, it would be
helpful to uniquely identify and label the lines with respect to the main tractography. This
helps to compare and record the details of the fibers that show up in each selection. Here,
it is suggested to label each fiber according to the line number that it possesses in the main
large file. In order to spatially limit the labeled fibers, user is required to set an interactive
box in the 3D scene to encapsulate the desired fibers. The main large tractography file is
normally set to be hidden, but it is accessible for the algorithm to transfer the line numbers.
Collection of shared points between the full-brain tractography and the small fiber bundle
are gathered; and numerical labels from matching lines are displayed in the scene (Fig. 3.7).
Due to the high computational cost of generating and rendering these labels, a button is
considered to update them upon user’s choice.
3.2.3 Examining an experimental dataset using MultiXplore
A sample dataset is employed to demonstrate the performance of MultiXplore. A description
of the necessary steps for data acquisition and preparation is provided below.
3.2.3.1 Subjects and image acquisition
The imaging data were from a normal subject, collected with an approval from the ethics
board of UWO, who had no prior record of neurological or psychiatric disorders. For the
resting state fMRI scans, the participant was instructed to rest and relax with closed eyes
and without falling asleep. This RS-fMRI scan included 140 contiguous EPI functional
volumes: time repetition (TR) = 2100 ms; time echo (TE)= 27 ms, flip angle (FA) = 80
degrees, number of slices = 36, slice thickness = 2.5 mm, slice gap = 0.0 mm, matrix =
80 × 80, and field of view (FOV) = 200 × 200 mm2. Additionally, a high-resolution T1-
weighted magnetization prepared gradient echo (MPRAGE) sequence was obtained: TR
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Fig. 3.7: Flowchart of the fiber annotation algorithm. Current fiber bundle and full
brain tractography are the main inputs to the algorithm. Mutual points of the
two fiber bundles are found by an AND operation and consecutively labeled by
the line number along each individual fiber. VTK actors are added to the centre
of each cell.
= 2300 ms, TE = 2.93 ms, inversion time = 1100 ms, FA = 9, slice thickness = 1 mm,
slice gap = 50.0 percent, matrix = 256 × 240, and FOV = 256 × 256 mm2. In the same
scanning session, two DWI data series, with 138 scans for each one, were acquired with these
parameters: TR/TE = 1980/71 ms, voxel-size = 2 × 2 × 2 mm3, FOV = 192 × 192 × 128
mm3, reconstruction matrix = 96× 96 (covering the whole brain).
3.2.3.2 DWI preprocessing and analysis
First, eddy correction and topup of FSL were used for artifact removal. Then, DTI data
were generated from DWI images using a dedicated module within 3D Slicer called DWI to
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DTI Estimation. After that, 3D Slicer was used to create interim DTI images and compute
the full brain tractography. Assigned values for tractography parameters were as follows:
linear measure start threshold: 0.3, minimum path length: 10 mm, maximum path length:
800 mm, stopping criteria: fractional anisotropy (FA), stopping value: 0.2, stopping track
curvature: 0.6, integration step: 0.5 mm.
3.2.3.3 fMRI preprocessing and analysis
The fMRI data were preprocessed and analyzed using the default fMRI task list of the
Automatic Analysis [36] with following parameters: number of dummies = 0 and FWHM
= 7. Considered atlas for the purpose of this study was DK Atlas (default FreeSurfer
Atlas [37]); resting state fMRI data were parcillated and averaged by a pipeline of combined
NiftiReg10 and FSL to extract the average of fMRI signals in each region. These signals were
imported to a script (implemented in MATLAB) to generate principal eigenconnectivity
matrices based on a dynamic FC method in torduced by Leonardi et al. (time window
length = 30 scans) [38] .
It should be noted that with the condition of obtaining a graph-based connectivity
matrix, MultiXplore is capable of accepting FC matrices computed by various connectivity
measures. However, we had chosen to import matrices generated by a above-mentioned
DFC method to demonstrate the ability of dealing with a series of connectivity matrices.
Nevertheless, these inputs are replaceable by a single matrix from static connectivity.
3.2.4 Download and installation of developed tool
MultiXplore is available for download from NITRC11. It can be loaded into 3D Slicer modules
by transferring files to a local folder and adding it to the software using the extension wizard
of 3D Slicer. Because of being a 3D Slicer module, MultiXplore is a multi platform software,
10http://cmictig.cs.ucl.ac.uk/wiki/index.php/NiftyReg
11http://www.nitrc.org/projects/multixplore/
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which is successfully tested on Windows 7, 8, 10, OS 10, and Ubuntu 16.04 (Linux) using
Slicer 4.5. As shown in Fig. 3.8, the graphical user interface (GUI) includes four main
collapsible panels: Reload and Test button is a default one to reset the module, Inputs
allows the software to pick the required input data. Functional Buttons loads external
inputs or runs the important repetitive commands. Matrices contains and displays matrix
panels.
3.3 System implementation and status report
In this section, some explanatory results for new functionalities of MultiXplore (using actual
neuroimaging data) are reported. We have also included experimental procedures to examine
our new module. All issues and errors observed during the alpha testing have been resolved
(without necessarily reporting the related processes here).
Fig. 3.8: MultiXplore GUI panels: Two first panels from the top are the default panels
of 3D Slicer
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3.3.1 Multimodal neuroimaging data exploration
FreeSurfer-generated atlas and cortical surfaces are shown in Fig. 3.1 (a), and the resultant
brain tractography can be viewed in Fig. 3.1 (b). As indicated earlier, choosing the DFC
configuration results in 200 matrices with similar sizes but different eigenvalues. We have
considered matrices with top five eigenvalues to be loaded for the following demonstrations.
3.3.1.1 FC and SC matrices
There is no size restriction for the input matrices. Horizontal expansion of the table view
depends on the width of the module panel, and vertical expansion is set to a fixed size of 25
cells. However, independent of the selected window of matrix, all of the cells can be explored
by vertical and horizontal scroll bars. Each cell is set to be displayed as a 20 × 20 pixel
square. This widget employs the built-in functionalities of Qt to collect the coordinates of
selected cells. By clicking a cell in the table, selected cell(s) turn gray and the corresponding
horizontal and vertical headers turn into bold. Due to the symmetry of matrices, the label
names of ROIs are only loaded into the headers of the rows, but user can easily find the
relevant name of columns relying on numbers (which are the same for columns and rows
(see Fig. 3.9)).
It was also considered to display the functional and structural matrices in a side by side
manner and link them to facilitate their visual comparison. The SC matrix is not intended
to be a user input entry; however, it enables the user to load a matrix to compare with FC
and assist in localizing cells that hold fibers. Fig. 3.9 depicts the appearance and accuracy
of the selected cells.
As indicated earlier, the range of expected values for the functional matrix is (-1,+1);
thus, slider reflects the same range. In auto selection mode, tables and the 3D scene are
disconnected, allowing user to adjust the thresholds without the necessity of waiting for the
rendering of this scene. Once satisfied with new thresholds, an update check button can be
pressed to refresh the 3D scene according to the selected cells. Slider and numerical panel
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Fig. 3.9: Linked FC and SC Matrix: This image shows a side by side SC Matrix which
can guide the user to choose cells with actual fibers. In the right panel, output of
the 3D view is shown (Supplementary video is available online at: goo.gl/SrSlSH.
Fig. 3.10: Effect of the automatic batch selection: Adjusting threshold value(s) results
in sparse selected cells all over the selected FC matrix
can be jointly used to control the threshold for selecting a large group of cells that fall into
a certain threshold. Fig. 3.10 demonstrates an instance of these selections.
Multiple matrices can be loaded to the screen and shown through tabs of a layout. Once
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 3.11: Tabbed interface to hold and display multiple FC matrices from the DFC ap-
proach
user presses a radio button of a tab, selections from tab tab will be effective (connected to
the 3D scene and SC matrix). Results from this functionality are displayed in Fig. 3.11.
3.3.1.2 Real-time fiber extraction, linked ROIs, and virtual lines
The time performance of the developed algorithm for real-time fiber extraction is reported
in Bakhshmand et al. [30]. For each fiber, having common points with a subvolume of brain
atlas is sufficient for assigning that label to it.
Once the regions are chosen through the master matrix, previously selected models
(Fig. 3.2 (e)) will become invisible and currently involved models will appear on the 3D
screen. The opacity of the models is set to 0.75 to allow seeing through them while looking
at the rest of brain landmarks. In addition to the regional models, cortical hemispheric
models (generated by FreeSurfer in Fig. 3.1 (a)) can also be loaded into 3D Slicer. We
found that choosing the white color and lowering opacity to 0.2 creates a glass-like surface
through which the inner structures remain adequately visible. If no mutual fiber is shared
among the regions, virtual lines are drawn between them (Fig. 3.12). The color and opacity
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 3.12: Virtual lines connecting: a) two regions from different hemispheres, b) two regions
in the same hemisphere
of these lines are set to make them distinctive from other graphical elements in the 3D scene.
Newly generated fiber bundle holds similar characteristics as the parent fiber bundle. Five
combinations of regions are shown in Fig. 3.13 to demonstrate the outputs of MultiXplore
in a variety of feasible scenarios.
Newly generated fiber bundle will have similar characteristics of the parent fiber bundle
with smaller number of lines. Five combinations of regions are chosen to demonstrate fibers
that exist in right hemispheric, left hemispheric, near interhemispheric, distant interhemi-
spheric and multiple region (Fig. 3.13).
3.3.1.3 Fiber labeling algorithm
In order to label the fibers, an interactive box should be assigned to MultiXplore through
the inputs panel. Every time the box dimensions are changed through the 3D scene, a
dedicated button can be pressed to update the labels. Fig. 3.14 (a) shows a box and the
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Fig. 3.13: Extracted fibers based on a variety of selections: a) right, b) left, c) close
inter-hemispheric, d) far inter-hemispheric, and e) multiple ROIs in axial (left),
sagittal (middle), and coronal (right) views.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3.14: a) Results of fiber labeling (Fibers are displayed as tubes and the background
is set to black for better visibility) : a) Interactive box is set to restrict the labeling
to a desired volume., b) Closeup view of the added labels after substituting the
tubes by lines.
resulted labels in the scene. The more fibers fall into a box, the slower rendering of the 3D
scene becomes. Moreover, larger number of fibers significantly increases the required time
for labeling. Fig. 3.14 (b) demonstrates a closeup view of annotated fibers.
3.4 Summary on MultiXplore
In this chapter, MultiXplore (http://www.nitrc.org/projects/multixplore/) was introduced
as a free and open-source 3D Slicer module dedicated to the visual exploration of functional
and structural networks of human brain; the following objectives were achieved:
• Implementation of linked and interactive dual modal connectivity matrices
• Explorative visual representation of the connectome data (integrated in the 3D anatom-
ical context)
• Adjustable fiber annotation
MultiXplore offers a novel visual exploration method which provides valuable insights to
FC and SC. This tool enables users to inspect and validate subsets of the fibers associated
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with GM areas. In our approach functional similarity of the GM areas can be accessed
through the FC matrix panel, and it can be compared with the SC values in the neighboring
view. Once user decides to probe existence and shape of the actual fibers (which connect
desired regions) 3D view is available for answering such questions by displaying fiber subsets
or virtual lines. Resultant fibers from such examinations can be extracted and saved.
With the advent of the web based tools and interactive interfaces, it is anticipated that
there will be more interest in using such tools to observe and hypothesize neural basis of
the human cognition [39]. MultiXplore is one of the initial prototypes of such interactive
and exploratory tools (with a sophisticated design) to visualize subsets of brain pathways.
Readers can load and watch the following online video to fully recognize the contributions
of this work and importance of an interactive interface: goo.gl/SrSlSH
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Chapter 4
Objective Estimation and
Visualization of Eloquence Score
based on Structural and Functional
Connectivity for Neurosurgical Path
Planning
4.1 Clinical motivation
During 2016, in Canada and the United States alone, 27,000 new cases of cancer patients
with brain and central nervous system tumors were diagnosed, which caused around 17,000
deaths [1] [2]. It is estimated that 55,000 Canadians and 370,000 Americans are affected by
some form of primary brain tumors, 30% of which are malignant [3]. At 25-35% survival
rate, brain cancer is considered as one of the most mortal cancer types in North America [1]
[2]. Biopsy or full resection are two options for surgical treatments; therefore, an effective
planning is needed for either preventing major surgical side effects (e.g. paralysis or death)
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or alleviating minor cognitive deficits (e.g. memory or language).
In order to evaluate treatment outcome, mapping eloquent brain areas is of a signif-
icant importance in neurosurgical interventions. In neurological conditions, due to inter-
individual differences and brain plasticity, anatomical landmarks may not be sufficient to
precisely identify critical areas (particularly for novice surgeons) [4]. Thus, the invasive
techniques are considered as the current standard for the functional assessment of focal
lesions and neighboring regions (to avoid severe neurological deficits). Particularly, electri-
cal stimulation of the target tissue can localize critical functional areas such as language
or motor. Patient has to be awake during surgery; while a stream of electrical signal is
directed over the cortex and toward the lesions. In addition to the invasiveness of electrical
stimulation, other associated concerns are the low spatial accuracy and interference with
the surgical work flow.
In recent years, a growing interest to the non-invasive imaging modalities for pre-surgical
brain mapping has been observed [5] [6] [7]. For instance, trans-cranial magnetic stimulation
(TMS) is a minimally invasive technique, which applies a remote magnetic field that is
strong enough to initiate action potentials across the skull. Despite effective stimulation
of motor and language cortex, magnetic stimulation suffers from low spatial accuracy and
high localization error. Even though it is performed prior to the surgery, it still relies on
high task involvement of patients to delineate active brain areas.
In contrast to electrical stimulation and TMS, funtional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(fMRI) and Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) are two complementary and noninvasive neu-
roimaging techniques [8] [9]. fMRI was designed to infer brain activity from blood oxygen
consumption (BOLD response) of cortical areas and has the potential to identify variety of
eloquent regions such as visual and sensory-motor areas. This new contrast is in early stages
of being translated from research to clinic with applications in the neurosurgical planning
of epilepsy and tumor resection [10]. Task fMRI can be analyzed with respect to the con-
sidered task. Moreover, in resting state fMRI (rs-fMRI) protocol patient is not expected
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to perform a task and it can yield the entire set of brain networks. On the other hand, by
measuring diffusion of water molecules, DTI is capable of picturing the micro structure of
fiber pathways in white matter (WM). Based on this measurement, sub-cortical connections
can be derived. Similar to rs-fMRI, DTI has the advantage of exempting patient from active
cooperation during scan.
In this chapter, a new method is introduced for computing a novel set of scores as an
objective complement to the classical neurosurgical notion of “eloquence”; more specifically,
surgeons commonly state that they choose a surgical pathway in order to spare “eloquent
areas”, i.e. motor cortex in the frontal lobe, visual cortex in the occipital lobe, or speech
and language processing areas. The objective definition presented here makes no assumption
about the type of processing associated with a particular set of neurons.
4.2 Related work
For almost a decade, image guidance has been a fundamental component of the trajectory
planning in neurosurgical interventions [11]. By various visualization schemes, it assists
neurosurgeons to avoid damaging the healthy tissue around the surgical site. Notably,
access maps were introduced to visualize associated risk of each entry point over the skull.
These maps were generated based on a damage score. Traditionally, this score has been a
variable of the distance from multiple critical areas such as vessels [12], ventricles [13] [14],
sulci patterns [15], thalamus [16], functional cortex and white matter fibers [17]. Both
Beriault et al. and De Momi et al. developed interfaces for the guidance of deep brain
stimulation (DBS) [18] [19]. These works had comparable set of constraints imposed by
multimodal MRI data. Similarly, to facilitate electrode placement during DBS, a 3D Slicer
module was developed in [20].
Abhari et al. considered isolated regions of eloquent brain areas and fibers in a neuro-
surgical simulator [21]. In this work, importance of the tissue was evaluated in a binary
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fashion. Whereas, grey matter (GM) and WM areas, unlike ventricles and large vessels,
have relatively a homogeneous distribution within the brain volume. Thus, we suggest that
a proper assessment algorithm demands distinguishing GM and WM patches with equal
volumes based on their cognitive importance; otherwise, pure volumetric measures can not
potentially lead to a realistic damage assessment. Therefore, the analytical estimation of
eloquence importance for cortical and sub-cortical tissue needed further exploration. Next,
an overview is provided for some of the previous studies that have been carried out to
address this need.
Rieder et al. designed one of the earliest techniques for visual representation of brain
structures (as volumetric data) for neurosurgical applications [22]. In this work, to over-
come the depth perception issues of 3D views, functional areas and fibers were displayed
with distance-based graphical properties. Later, Bo¨ttger et al. developed an interactive
tool to ease exploration of resting state functional connectivity (FC) and reproducible brain
networks. This tool could identify displacement of such networks under neurological condi-
tions. Another interactive platform was implemented by Zhang et al. to visualize functional
neuroimaging data [23]. This interface provides user with a selection tool, called volume
of interest, to filter and visualize desired fiber pathways around the lesion. In comparison,
Chamberland et al. has taken a computation approach [24]. It demonstrates a tractography-
driven FC; where, user is allowed to visualize functional areas using an interactive seed box,
a characteristic which assists to explore fused multimodal data for clinical purposes. In order
to identify and localize eloquent brain areas from task or rest fMRI, Huang et al. introduced
a comprehensive Matlab Toolbox (called PreSurgMapp) to integrate various computational
methods [25]. Indeed, there was a lack of automatic solutions to differentiate the cortical
and sub-cortical tissue according to their overall eloquence (and based on the analysis of
relevant connectome data).
Recently, there has been a growing interest toward the use of brain networks in clinical
research studies due to several factors including [26]:
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1. Importance of network integrity metrics in prevention of neuropsychiatric deficits [27]
[28].
2. Functional network reorganization and plasticity in neuro-oncology cases [29] [30]
3. High spatial variability of inter-individual network distribution maps in tumor patients
[30]
4. Alternations of some FC measures in tumor patient compared to healthy individuals
and design of specialized network features for neurosurgical applications [31]
5. Selection of intra-operative stimulation locations by preoperative brain network anal-
ysis [32]
As a response to this demand, we propose a computational model for fusion of mul-
timodal data. This model can map and represent connectome measures from individual
patient networks in the conventional 3D surgical planning environments. A methodological
description of the model and some preliminary evaluation was done in the previous work [33]
and further details is provided in the second appendix of this document. In this chapter a
more comprehensive experimental and analysis approach has been utilized.
4.2.1 Hypothesis and objective
Hypothesis: We hypothesize that, the proposed framework offers a computational model to
estimate the amount of damage to the multimodal brain networks.
Objective: In this chapter, proposed framework is evaluated by comparing current clinical
standards (entry points chosen by expert neurosurgeons) to the damage risk maps.
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4.3 Imaging data description
Imaging data in this study were acquired from healthy subjects in a 3T Siemens scanner
with the approval of the REB in UWO. This data included rs-fMRI, T1 anatomical and
Diffusion Weighted Imaging (DWI) scans.
4.3.1 Anatomical Scans
Magnetization prepared gradient echo (MPRAGE) sequence was chosen for the T1 weighted
anatomical scans with the following parameters: TR = 2300 ms, TE = 2.93 ms, inversion
time = 1100 ms, FA = 9, slice thickness = 1 mm, slice gap = 50.0 percent, matrix =
256× 240, and FOV = 256× 256 mm2.
4.3.2 Functional MRI (fMRI)
One fMRI session with 140 volumetric (140 time points) scans was recorded with TR =
2100 ms and isotropic voxel size = 2.5 mm. SPM1 was used to perform preprocessing and
included steps were realignment, coregistration, and smoothing with default parameters of
the tool. After parcellation of fMRI volume by Desikan Killiany (DK) atlas and extraction
of time-series using VASSET pipeline2, a model-driven fMRI analysis method (Dynamic
FC [34]) was chosen to compute connectivity matrices. Window size of this particular im-
plementation was set to 30 and first eigenconnectivity matrix (matrix with largest eigenvalue
which contains most recurring connections) was chosen as the main FC matrix for the rest
of this study.
1http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/
2https://github.com/akhanf/vasst-dev
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4.3.3 Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI)
DWI data had 138 bidirectional scans (64 directions) with an isotropic voxel size of 2
mm. FSL3 commands of eddy and topup were employed for removal of distortion and
motion artifacts. Rest of the processes were done in 3D Slicer4 and involved DTI conversion
and whole fiber tract generation (tractography). Following parameters were set for the
tractography procedure: linear measure start threshold: 0.3, minimum path length: 10 mm,
maximum path length: 800 mm, stopping criteria: Fractional Anisotropy (FA), stopping
value: 0.2, stopping track curvature: 0.6, and integration step: 0.5 mm. Similar to the
FC matrix, DK atlas with 70 GM regions was considered for constructing the Structural
connectivity (SC) matrix [35].
4.4 Methods
We have designed a comprehensive user study - to test the hypothesis - and implemented a
software module in 3D Slicer to generate and validate proposed eloquence scores.
4.4.1 Overview of the Novelties
An overview of the main inputs and outcomes of the proposed framework is presented in
Fig. 4.1. As can be seen, multi-modal connectivity data from (A) are projected over the
relevant brain tissue in (B). Required data for planning the surgical path is a separate entry
(C) and will be used to define start and end points of the trajectories in (D). Entry Points
are candidate start points, defined outside of the skull, to examine associated risk with all
plausible paths toward the given target lesion. (D) serves to separate impacted tissue and
compute the relevant risk of cognitive damage for every given start and end point. Outcome
of this process in (E) is a map, which consists of Entry Points projected over the cortex
3https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/
4https://www.slicer.org/
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Fig. 4.1: Visual summary of the framework for the guidance of preoperative neurosurgical
path planning
and painted by their risk score.
4.4.2 Study protocol
Anatomical, functional, and diffusion MRI of two subjects (brain datasets) were considered
for user studies. To include planning scenarios with a wide range of difficulty levels, clinical
collaborators positioned target points on various sub-crotical locations. For instance, plan-
ning trajectories in the dominant hemisphere (left side for right handed people, and vice
versa) is more complicated than the non-dominant one. Our clinical team used anatomical
location and their own a-priori knowledge to classify the targets for Dataset1 as follows:
{T3, T4} were categorized as easy targets to approach, {T1, T7, T2} were in medium difficulty
level, and {T6, T5} were the most difficult group. For Dataset2, {T3, T4} were categorized as
easy targets to approach, {T1, T7, T2} were in medium difficulty level, and {T5, T6} were the
most difficult group. These information can be accessed in Table 4.1. It should be noted
that damage score associated with these targets were calculated and stored for making com-
parison between them and the responses collected from the experts. Following items will
elaborate on some practical aspects of this study.
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Table 4.1: Ranking the target points based on the level of difficulty for planning
Easy Medium Difficult
D1 {T3, T4} {T1, T7, T2} {T6, T5}
D2 {T3, T4} {T1, T7, T2} {T5, T6}
4.4.2.1 Targets
Proposed method is designed, such that it can estimate connectional role of the tissue in
the vicinity of small and medium-depth tumors or lesions. When removing such tumors,
surgeon has to go through healthy and normal brain tissue (corticectomy) which creates a
trajectory within the white matter he/she uses a retractor to approach the tumor and resect
it. Exclusion of large tumors is mainly due to the existence of wider range of surgical options
such as Transsylvian-transinsular. During such interventions, large brain deformations occur
that makes our direct-path planning tool invaluable. However, healthy tissue, surrounding
the tumor, can still be assessed with some additional features of the developed module.
Given this criteria, and with the advice from clinical collaborators, 14 virtual tumors were
positioned in various proper locations of the two data-sets as shown in Fig. 4.2.
4.4.2.2 Manual Selections
Participant neurosurgeons are initially invited to carry out an investigation using conven-
tional 2D or 3D views provided by 3D Slicer. Consequently, they made their best choice of
initial entry point based on the anatomical landmarks and fiber tractography in order to
avoid eloquent areas. This method is called manual selection planning.
4.4.3 Implementation Environment
The experiments were carried out using a Linux UBUNTU 16.04 desktop station (24 GB
DDR3 RAM, Intel core i7 CPU 64 bit) with the imaging platform of 3D Slicer version
4.5.0-1. Risk scores were generated as 3D volumetric data and were visualized using volume
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 4.2: Location of target areas in two (a) axial and (b) sagittal view of Dataset1 and (c)
axial (d) sagittal view of Dataset2
rendering module of 3D Slicer (with GPU ray casting option). Orthogonal axial, coronal
and sagittal slices of the structural scan can be represented individually in 3D Slicer and
used by the surgeons to view the relevant anatomy. In addition, 3D view is also used for
the simultaneous display of 2D crossed planes, 3D rendered volumes and surfaces, or WM
fibers.
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4.4.4 Estimation of Eloquence Scores
Two major connectivity types are FC and SC; which were used as the basis of computing elo-
quence scores. Specifically, connectivity measures from both modalities were superimposed
onto GM areas and WM fibers. As a result, there were four components for the eloquence
score: Structural Score (SS) and Functional Score (FS) for the GM areas and WM fibers. In
other words, each GM area (from parcellated brain) was assigned a connectivity measure,
computed from graph-theoretical networks of FC and SC in the current implementation.
Then, these two measures were projected to the WM fibers which intersect with that GM
area. More details will be shared in the following equations.
FSGMK represents the functional component of the Kth GM area and can be calculated
by :
FSGMK =
N∑
j=1
|FC(K, j)| (4.1)
FC(K, j) stands for the numerical value of the FC matrix located in row K and column
j. N is the total number of the regions in the atlas. Similar to FSGMK , a SS can be
defined for the Kth GM area by the equation below :
SSGMK =
∑N
j=1 |SC(K, j)|
L
(4.2)
Likewise, SC(K, j) is row K and column j of the SC matrix.
∑N
j=1 |SC(K, j)| is divided
by L (volume of the GM area) to obtain the fiber density of the Kth area, instead of the
total number of fibers, by eliminating the possible effect of the GM volume.
Computational approach of the FS and SS for the fibers is relatively different than
GM areas. For each fiber, eloquence scores were obtained by averaging the corresponding
scores of the GM areas which the considered fiber intersects with. In fact, using a data
structure developed in our previous study [36], we could generate a set of regions called
ROIP = {GM1, GM2, . . . , GMm} (m is the number of the intersected areas) for each fiber.
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Fig. 4.3: Sweeping spherical point cloud along the access path
Then, a mathematical averaging was done on the SS and FS of those regions, yielding
FSWMP (FS) and SSWMP (SS) for the fiber P :
FSWMP = FSGMi where i ∈ ROIP (4.3)
SSWMP = SSGMi where i ∈ ROIP (4.4)
4.4.5 Path Visualization
Surgical path for the removal of tumors was modeled in the shape of a cylindrical tube, as
shown in Fig. 4.1 (D). Defining this path requires a few parameters from the user (or search
algorithm) including: start and end points, as well as radius of the tube. End point is for
representing the target spot inside the brain and start one would be placed over the skull
to determine safe entry point.
A cloud of densely located points has been employed to scan for intersecting tissue
portions. This includes a sequence of N points aligned along the axis of the path cylinder.
By creating spherical sampling clouds around these points, relevant buckets of the address
volume are collected. This new data is used to retrieve and add all of the associated GM
and WM tissue to compute the damage score (Fig. 4.3).
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4.4.6 Entry Point with Minimal Damage
In Fig. 4.1, Entry Points (D) could be one single point or a collection of candidate points.
If the goal of the study is to find the optimal entry point toward the target, a search space
should be defined to encapsulate all of the start points for the plausible paths. In this work,
a cubical volume around the brain was defined to hold those candidate points. Over the
surfaces of this box and with adequate sampling ratio, a large number of points can be
defined. Grid spacing for this study was set to 1cm. A 2D slice of this grid can be viewed in
Fig. 4.4. After defining a box, objective estimate of cognitive damage for each of the points
were calculated and used to paint the points from the box. In other terms, points on the
box have distinctive colors, based on a color-map and determined by their underlying risk
value. Sampled points of this box are then projected over the cortical surface for enhanced
visualization of the scores during user interactions (Fig. 4.4). A representation of the final
3D damage map (also known as risk map) is provided in Fig. 4.1 (E).
In the following, procedure for the estimation of the damage for each entry point (based
on eloquence scores) will be described. First, elements of the eloquence score were indi-
vidually summed up for the entire impacted tissue. For example, FCGMpath is equal to
the total of FS for the GM voxels (FSGM in Equation B.1) that fall inside the extracted
path; also, SCWMpath presents the summation of the SS for the relevant fibers (SSWM in
Equation B.4) crossing the path. Second, and prior to aggregating four components of the
eloquence score, they were normalized to a pre-defined range using feature scaling (Min-Max
scaling) equation:
X ′ =
X −Xmin
Xmax −Xmin (4.5)
This step was added to ensure a valid outcome from aggregation step; where, all of the
inputs had equal importance due to the feature scaling. Aggregation of the four elements
was implemented by this equation:
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Fig. 4.4: Projecting procedure for Damage scores from Box to the cortex level (a coronal
slice of brain mask is provided)
Dscore = FCGM
′
path + SCGM
′
path + FCWM
′
path + SCWM
′
path
(4.6)
Dscore is the outcome of this pipeline which demonstrates (using objective eloquence
scores) the overall estimated damage a given path may cause. Final damage scores were
normalized to (0,255), therefore 0 is not necessarily indicative of “no damage”, but it should
be interpreted as minimum damage. These damage scores were used to determine the colors
of the risk maps.
4.4.7 Evaluation studies
In order to assess the generated damage maps, we ran a user study with the goal of collecting
responses from expert neurosurgeons. Main characteristics of surgical paths decided through
manual selections were compared to the damage maps computed by the proposed algorithm.
We particularly analyze spatial distribution of damage scores with respect to the collected
entry points from surgeons. There were 4 expert surgeons and 1 senior neurosurgery resident
who volunteered to take part in this study. Their data was collected with an approval from
the ethics board of UWO.
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4.5 Experimental results
In the experiments, our goal was to collect enough data to formulate the clinical standard.
We considered 7 targets on 2 brain datasets (also known as subjects). FS and SS scores of
the datasets were computed and shown in Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6. More elaboration on this
process is provided in Appendix 1.
In the rest of this section, we will demonstrate our approach to analyze the risk maps.
Search space was defined outside of the skull by an adjustable box to contain all surgically
plausible entry points. Sample points might reach over 1000 points for any given box; this
box defines the search environment to calculate the damage risk (also known as Dscore in
Equation B.6) score by automatically drawing the surgical path from points over the box
and computing the damage score. This process forms the damage score map and projects
them over the skull for convenient clinical usage (for an example see Fig. 4.7).
Next, we analyzed two parameters from the damage maps to the clinical standard,
collected from participant neurosurgeons:
• Spatial distance over the cortex
• Damage scores which starts from the experts choice as the origin, (the radius of a
hypothetical sphere is gradually increased to classify points based on this distance
Fig. 4.8).
Based on this classification of the points, we could inspect the relationship between the
damage score and the distance to find out possible similarities between these two variables.
To provide an example, target 4 in Dataset2 has been processed according to the response
from one of the experts (Neurosurgeon 2, Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10).
In order to examine statistical relationship between the distance from clinical standard
and estimated damage; Spearman correlation of these two parameters were calculated for
each expert response. Results are presented in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 and Fig. 4.11. To
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 4.5: FS (Green-Yellow-Red color map) and SS (Blue-Purple-Red color map) of a) GM
areas and b) WM fibers for Dataset 1
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 4.6: FS (Green-Yellow-Red color map) and SS (Blue-Purple-Red color map) of a) GM
areas and b) WM fibers for Dataset 2
clarify, these numbers show how two variables behave; thus, it quantifies the association
between them as a correlation coefficient in the range of ( −1,+1) (−1 for strong negative
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4.7: Points (from the box) mapped over the cortex in (a) axial and (b) sagittal views
(a)
Fig. 4.8: Calculation of euclidean distance between expert’s choice (green cross) and damage
score points (color dots). Grey circle is drawn to resemble cortical surface
association, 0 for no association, and +1 for strong positive association). This metric is
employed to quantify monotonic increase of the damage scores (from given points) when
they distance from neurosurgeon’s choice. In order to further analyze correlation numbers
for each target, average and standard deviation (STD) of them were calculated for all of
the participant surgeons; obtained values are reported in Table 4.4. This step was taken
to discover any meaningful difference between seven targets on 2 datasets with respect to
the initial classification provided by the clinical team.To achieve this goal, the coefficient of
variation (ratio of the STD to the mean) is also reported in Table 4.5. Fig. 4.12 illustrates
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the distribution of the statistical measures from Table 4.4.
Fig. 4.9: Damage score points plotted based on their distance from expert’s choice versus
the damage
Table 4.2: Correlations for the damage score and euclidean distance of risk map with respect
to the collected clinical ground truth (Dataset1)
Target
Num-
ber
Neurosurgeon
1
Neurosurgeon
2
Neurosurgeon
3
Neurosurgeon
4
Neurosurgeon
5
T1 0.5763 0.6691 0.7434 0.6912 0.6643
T2 0.7920 0.7672 0.7739 0.8169 0.7764
T3 0.7964 0.7994 0.7852 0.7896 0.7932
T4 0.8625 0.8754 0.8419 0.8488 0.8657
T5 0.4861 0.5152 0.5686 0.3845 0.5071
T6 0.7943 0.7969 0.5946 0.6753 0.8033
T7 0.5835 0.5736 0.5752 0.5764 0.5668
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Fig. 4.10: Box plot of the score points from Fig. 4.9 grouped in 1cm intervals
Table 4.3: Correlations for the damage score and euclidean distance of risk map with respect
to the collected clinical ground truth (Dataset2)
Target
Num-
ber
Neurosurgeon
1
Neurosurgeon
2
Neurosurgeon
3
Neurosurgeon
4
Neurosurgeon
5
T1 0.7582 0.7250 0.7875 0.7741 0.7447
T2 0.8792 0.8792 0.8804 0.8796 0.8755
T3 0.6806 0.6276 0.6520 0.5739 0.6102
T4 0.7104 0.7036 0.6693 0.6926 0.6759
T5 0.7374 0.7391 0.5245 0.4712 0.7414
T6 0.3708 0.3675 0.1885 0.2237 0.4013
T7 0.2170 0.4466 0.4616 0.3616 0.6081
4.6 Discussion and conclusion
The evaluation of risk maps was accomplished by comparing them to the data collected from
field experts in keyhole neurosurgery. These participants made their decisions based on the
anatomical landmarks presented in the structural brain images. The hypothesis of this
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 4.11: Box plot of the score points from Table 4.2 in (a) and Table 4.3 in (b)
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Table 4.4: Mean (average) and standard deviation (STD) of the correlation values from 5
neurosurgeons for 14 targets
Target
Number
Mean of
Correlations
(D1)
STD of
Correlations
(D1)
Mean of
Correlations
(D2)
STD of
Correlations
(D2)
T1 0.6648 0.0615 0.7579 0.0245
T2 0.7858 0.0210 0.8788 0.0019
T3 0.7927 0.0056 0.6289 0.0406
T4 0.8588 0.0134 0.6904 0.0176
T5 0.4923 0.0675 0.6427 0.1336
T6 0.7329 0.0939 0.3103 0.0969
T7 0.5751 0.0060 0.4169 0.1438
Table 4.5: The coefficient of variation for correlation values for each of 14 target points.
Target
Number
Ratio of STD
to Mean
Dataset 1
Ratio of STD
to Mean
Dataset 2
T1 0.0926 0.0323
T2 0.0267 0.0022
T3 0.0071 0.0645
T4 0.0157 0.0255
T5 0.1371 0.2079
T6 0.1281 0.3122
T7 0.0104 0.3427
analysis was that sample points in the vicinity of an entry point (set by the experts) possess
lower damage scores; and these damage scores increase as we distance from the expert’s
entry point. Results show that there is a significant similarity (correlations around or above
+0.7) between distance and damage of sample points for the targets. According to Table 4.4,
this statement does not apply to the targets which are intentionally positioned in critical
brain areas. For instance, T7 in both datasets and T1 in Dataset1 are very close to the part
of the cortex which is known to be responsible for vision. T6 in Dataset2 and T5 in Dataset1
were purposefully set close to Broca’s area (part of the language function). In these cases
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Fig. 4.12: STD of correlations plotted against their average values across participant experts
(each point belongs to one of the 14 targets)
correlation coefficient is lower than +0.7 because of higher damage risk scores located in the
neighborhood of expert’s entry point. This can be interpreted as an indication for the ability
of the proposed algorithm to differentiate these two groups of target points. To further
investigate the existence of such relationship between correlation outcomes and vitality of the
target location with respect to the brain function, statistical distribution of the correlations
from tables 4.2 and 4.3 were evaluated. According to table 4.4 it was evident that points
with highly monotonic damage and distance relationship (close to +1 correlation), also
possess lower STD. On the other hand, a non-monotonic damage and distance relationship
(close to 0 correlation) seemed to imply larger STD. In order to investigate this observation,
two different steps were taken.
First, coefficients of variation for both datasets were reported in table 4.5. These values
can be described as the ratio of STD, for correlation numbers from 5 surgeons, divided by
their average. Smaller values in this table are indicative of less variation in strong monotic
increase of damage score with respect to the recorded responses; thus, in physical terms,
this can be interpreted as no sudden high-risk zones near the target. Alternatively, larger
values mean more variation in non-monotonic increase of damage scores with respect to the
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Table 4.6: Ranking the target points based on the STD
Easy Medium Difficult
D1 {T3, T7, T4, T2} {T1} {T5, T6}
D2 {T2, T4, T1} {T3} {T5, T6, T7}
collected responses. By the same token, it can be related to the closeness of sudden peaks
of risk scores within the neighborhood of target lesion. Therefore, this value implies how
close or far the target is located with respect to the eloquent brain areas. It should be
reminded that these eloquent brain areas are driven from eloquence scores. Therefore, if
their ranking (based on coefficient of variation) corresponds to initial classification of targets
from clinicians, it would be a positive outcome for the validation of the current objective
estimation. Considering columns of the table 4.5, targets can be clustered as follows for
each dataset (Table 4.6 also reports this ranking):
For Dataset1:
• {T3, T7, T4, T2} as easy
• {T1} as medium
• {T5, T6} as difficult
For Dataset2:
• {T2, T4, T1} as easy
• {T3} as medium
• {T5, T6, T7} as difficult
With respect to the difficult (high risk) targets, this ranking is relatively close to the one
provided during design of the study (refer to 4.4.2 to compare). The major discrepancy is
T7 in Dataset2, which is categorized as medium by clinician’s opinion; however, our results
show a large STD of correlation coefficients, which is interpreted as difficult.
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Moreover, by looking into the plot in Fig. 4.12, a decreasing trend for STD can been
seen when Average increases. This trend was quantified for the 14 presented points using
Spearman correlation, and a strongly monotonic decrease was obtained by the correlation
coefficient of −0.7011. This observation vindicates the existence of a substantial difference
between configuration of damage score as a function of target location. Therefore, risk maps
(computed from eloquence scores) evidently have the potential to determine and quantify
the importance of the tissue in the vicinity of the target lesion.
The proposed framework is designed to map the graph theoretical network measures
(single or dual modality) to the associated tissue areas. Main motivation was to auto-
matically identify and preserve vital hubs of the structural or functional brain networks.
Areas that because of their central role in neural communication, if damaged will result
in irreversible cognitive or motor deficits [29]. Thus, the surgeon should be supplied with
anatomical counterparts of multimodal brain networks without being mentally overloaded
with the excessive connectome data. Another significance of this work was the computa-
tion of personalized brain networks for patient-specific therapies. Current implementation
utilizes a typical network measure (unsigned weighted degree) [37]. Future work includes
substitution and testing with other global or local network measures. One of the challenges
for validation of these newly defined metrics was finding a ground truth. Ideally, that would
mean accessing to clinical datasets with preoperative rs-fMRI, DTI, and intra-operative
brain mapping along with post hoc report on potential long-term deficits. This would help
to optimize arbitrarily set parameters in the pipeline of data preparation and improve the
accuracy of the damage maps. However, due to the limitations in availability of such clin-
ically relevant data, alternative approaches were considered. Upon availability of clinically
relevant datasets this algorithm can be further tested and improved to better predict the
cognitive outcomes of neurosurgery plans.
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Chapter 5
Concluding remarks and future work
Data visualization is a key component in comprehension and verification of analytical
datasets collected from systems with complex structural and behavioral characteristics. Due
to the inherent complexity of the human brain anatomy and function, neuroscience studies
rely on sophisticated visualization schemes to layout and display outcomes of their compar-
ative studies. Whether loyal to the anatomy or through metaphorical environments, these
schemes help to inspect and view the implications of the related analysis from a new per-
spective. Thus, visualization gradually became a vital part and a key aspect of such studies,
particularly in the field of connectome discovery [1]. In other words, computational meth-
ods that were able to be equipped with appealing visual elements have intrigued research
communities, leading to the rapid growth of such methods. For instance, despite its compu-
tational imperfections, deterministic tractography has been well perceived in neurological
studies. One explanation for this success could be the similarity of its representation model
to the actual neural pathways which makes its more intuitive. Thus, visualization algorithms
not only are employed to passively show the outcomes, but also can accept inputs from the
research community regarding mid-level computational assumptions and underlying meth-
ods. Investigating the relationship between functional and structural brain characteristics,
by including imaging data from corresponding modalities, is a promising approach toward
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understanding the complexity of the nervous system and its disorders [2] [3] [4]. The goal
of such studies is to integrate data from both modalities in computational frameworks or
clinical studies [5]. However, part of the endeavors in the field of multimodal neuroimaging
are directed toward unified visualization of associated modalities. Upon emergence of such
unified visualizations, multimodal connectivity research is anticipated [1] to be boosted in
connectomic research practice.
The current thesis presented steps towards innovating and applying intuitive visualiza-
tion schemes to the imaging data from functional and anatomical domains. In this chapter,
we will elaborate on the findings of this research study in order to respond to our initial
research questions:
• ”How an interactive tool can be developed and tested to visually integrate
and selectively view functional and anatomical brain networks (while con-
fining to the 3D anatomical space)?”.
• ”How a computational method can be developed and tested to visually
represent the relevant damage to brain networks and eloquent areas in
a key-hole neurosurgical scenario (while confining to the 3D anatomical
space)?”
Suggestions for future work will also be provided at the end.
5.1 Remarks
In order to answer the primary question of the current study, the outcomes and significances
of the previously presented major projects will be highlighted:
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5.1.1 Tractography analysis for multimodal brain visualization
From the perspective of interactive and simultaneous investigation of functional regions and
anatomical linkages of the brain, there was a clear quest for an accurate and fast localization
of associated graphical models [6]. Traditionally, boundaries of virtual objects were used
to find out colliding objects throughout 3D environments. In our application, a 3D Slicer
module called FBLS was initially available to extract subsets of deterministic fiber bundles
based on a combination of labels from a registered brain atlas. In this project, FBLS
algorithm was revisited, duplicated, and modified to minimize the response time. This was
achieved by saving essential shape information of regarded objects into a memory array
with respect to the considered units. Generated memory array helps to optimize a search
algorithm leading to shorter response times. In this regard, the results showed that in typical
selections, the proposed algorithm outperforms FBLS in terms of the required response time.
With respect to the accuracy, no difference was expected and observed. This introduced
data structure was used in the two subsequent projects. Even though response times were
minimized by this novel approach, there is still room for improvement (by transforming
current implementation from Python to C++). This will save the time in the implemented
for loops and will contribute to lowering the gap between the current wait times and the
industry standard of 30 frames per second.
5.1.2 MultiXplore: visual exploration platform for multimodal
neuroimaging data
Graph theoretical analysis of brain networks is one of the mainstream approaches in whole-
brain connectivity research [7]. The output graph is normally in the format of a connectivity
matrix (abstract representation) accompanied by a node-link diagram to supplement the
crucial visual aspects. However, in complex graph structures with large number of edges
and vertices, it could be difficult or impossible to display all the connections in a single static
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image. In the case of brain graphs, this problem was addressed with transformation of the
nodes to 3D space of the brain (classified as Spatial Node-link diagrams in first chapter of this
thesis), which empowers the user with a more contextual picture. Nevertheless, this picture
ends up being cluttered if all the links are present in the scene. Selective visualization (also
known as visual exploration) was the solution that was offered for this problem in chapter
3. Instead of displaying the edges altogether, the user was enabled to select and display
them through a graphical interface. This interface has been designed to replicate a passive
matrix with the same level of data abstraction seen in the connectivity matrices. One direct
benefit of such a selective viewing was the substitution of implicit edges (straight lines) with
anatomical brain pathways in the applicable pairs of grey matter regions.
As a result, the connectivity matrix was coupled with 3D anatomical environment for
simultaneous display of related tissue. Furthermore, this matrix is capable of responding to
user’s decisions for investigating the functional and structural brain networks. Development
of studies for further exploration of such networks was not part of the scope for this research
project. However, human brain function studies will benefit from such interactive tools by
providing new explanations on the anatomical origins and mystery of synchronous neural
activation and communication patterns. Therefore, MultiXplore is made available for pub-
lic download and use through NITRC 1 and is presented in research forums to persuade
potential users to try it and inspire similar tools and ideas.
5.1.3 Objective estimation and visualization of multimodal elo-
quence score for minimally invasive neurosurgical path plan-
ning
In this chapter, a systematic approach was engineered to estimate and visualize the impor-
tance of brain network elements in 3D anatomical space. This framework was also tailored
1http://www.nitrc.org/projects/multixplore/
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to assist in the non-invasive brain mapping of sensitive cortex and underlying tissues for a
neurosurgical path planning scenario. Connectional importance of those tissues was fed into
an equation along with the volume of disturbed tissue to calculate the overall damage risk
score. In particular, this damage risk score was utilized to assess the overall risk associated
with a candidate trajectory within the brain. Indeed, the resultant damage scores from an
exhaustive search of all candidate entry points toward 7 targets in 2 brain datasets were
compared with available clinical standards. Results of this analytical comparison shows
significant similarities between automatically generated damage maps and safe entry points
chosen manually by field experts. Moreover, with the use of this system, big data from brain
networks can be incorporated into conventional planning environments without necessarily
interfering with surgeon’s mental load.
In addition to such design consideration, exploratory options are available to the clinicians
for visual inspection of basic components (eloquence scores) from the damage score in the
relevant tissue types. Also, user-defined trajectories can be imported to the software mod-
ule to generate and visualize the impacted tissue. In the case of white matter fibers, this
functionality sounds crucial because of its assistance in investigating the existence of critical
fibers. However, this functionality cannot be considered interactive due to the excessive time
it takes to produce results. We anticipate that more efficient software implementations and
high performance hardware devices can contribute to accelerate this process and achieve
real-time frame rates in rendering the scene according to user’s adjustments. This chapter
introduced a novel method that integrates patient-specific functional and structural hubs
of the brain networks to form an overall damage score which estimates risk of cognitive
damage to the tissues impacted by surgical interventions.
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5.2 Future directions
The following are some recommendations for the future research works based on findings of
the current thesis:
One general recommendation, applicable to most of the neuroimaging research practices,
is considering the type and availability of brain scans in the design and development of the
studies. Furthermore, creating user friendly pipelines to prepare processed data from raw
images is of great importance to accelerate brain visualization developments. The less
obstacles encountered compiling raw data, the more time can be spent on the last segment
( i.e. visualization). In addition to design considerations, reliability of interpretations based
on visual media is directly dependent on the accuracy of imported data. Hence, built up
error along the manual run of such pipelines makes those visual analytics vulnerable to
misjudgments. For example, in chapter 4, an automated and customized pipeline is one of
the requirements prior to widespread use of similar tools in clinical and basic researches.
• Currently, damage score computing is a time consuming process and might take several
minutes to finish. By upgrading current implementation to reduce processing times (by
means of GPU implementation), new features can be included. For instance, detailed
information of damage scores for candidate entry points can be supplemented to the
clinician. Accessing to clinically pertinent data is also crucial for further optimization
of the proposed framework. Possibility of doing animal studies for validation of fMRI
preoperative mapping in comparison to intra-operative electrical stimulation can be
assessed.
• Due to popularity of Web based 3D rendering, converting the MultiXplore platform to
an online version will add to the speed and flexibility of the software (e.g. customized
arrangement of GUI items). The idea of using this platform for neurosurgical training
purposes was not tested in the current work, however user studies with applicable
training objectives can be carried out in future. Current implementation is limited to
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the deterministic tractography; future directions can expand the platform to add the
probabilistic version.
• Tractography analysis technique from chapter 2 is not limited to the initial application
and can readily be translated to other interactive rendering challenges with static
objects (particularly in 3D biomedical visualization).
Due to intrinsic complexity of the central nervous system, one of the challenges with neu-
ropsychiatric disorders are limited quantitative techniques to assess their causes. Namely,
brain imaging is the ultimate technology which performs reliable measurements for a wide
range of neurological applications. Beside computational methods, interactive visualization
has the advantage of extracting necessary information from those measurements.
During this PhD project, first a software tool to explore the brain imaging data (Mul-
tiXplore) was designed for generic investigation of the brain networks. Once we aimed to
specialize MultiXplore for minimally invasive tumor resection, NeuroPathPlan (third section
of this research) was initialized as a spin off. Future work would be extending and modifying
visual computation of multimodal brain networks to benefit other candidate treatments.
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Appendix A
Functional and Structural Score of
Grey Matter Regions in
Desikan-Killany (DK) Atlas
Initially we computed functional score of the resting state fMRI using a Dynamic Functional
Connectivity analysis method [1] that generates principal components of a sliding window
correlation matrix. This matrix contains region to region correlation of fMRI time series
within the snapshot of sliding window. Number of regions is equal to 70 and data is from an
8 years old healthy pediatric subject. List of considered regions on each brain hemisphere
is given in Table A.1. Resulted dynamic functional connectivity matrices from one rsfMRI
(one subject) is shown in Fig. A.1. For the rest of this section, functional connectivity
matrix with largest eigenvalue was considered (shown in Fig. A.2). A similar matrix can
be computed by MultiXplore for anatomical connectivity using determinstic tractography
(shown in Fig. A.3). As can be seen from Fig. A.3 largest values lie over the diagonal. In
order to better visualize rest of the values in the matrix. Another version of this matrix
is generated without diagonal values in Fig. A.4. Next, these matrices will be assigned
to the relevant tissue based on their atlas labels. This process is depicted in Fig. A.5.
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Numerical values of the resultant functional scores and structural scores are reported in
Fig. A.6 and Fig. A.7, respectively. Fig. A.8 represents overlaid FS and SC on GM and
WM. An schematic diagram for the pipelines which generated the processed data is provided
in Fig. A.9 and Fig. A.10.
Table A.1: Numbers and names of the DK Atlas labels
Label Name Label Number Label Name Label Number
00 unknown 19 parsorbitalis
01 bankssts 20 parstriangularis
02 caudalanteriorcingulate 21 pericalcarine
03 caudalmiddlefrontal 22 postcentral
05 cuneus 23 posteriorcingulate
06 entorhinal 24 precentral
07 fusiform 25 precuneus
08 inferiorparietal 26 rostralanteriorcingulate
09 inferiortemporal 27 rostralmiddlefrontal
10 isthmuscingulate 28 superiorfrontal
11 lateraloccipital 29 superiorparietal
12 lateralorbitofrontal 30 superiortemporal
13 lingual 31 supramarginal
14 medialorbitofrontal 32 frontalpole
15 middletemporal 33 temporalpole
16 parahippocampal 34 transversetemporal
17 paracentral 35 insula
18 parsopercularis
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Fig. A.1: Functional connectivity matrices (eigenconnectivity) sorted based on their eigen-
values (largest : top & left, smallest: bottom & right)
Fig. A.2: FC matrix with the largest eigenvalue
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Fig. A.3: SC matrix of the same subject
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Fig. A.4: SC matrix of the same subject, once diagonal elements are removed
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(a)
(b)
Fig. A.5: a) Procedure to compute connectional importance for one exemplary GM area
(supramarginal), structural score on the left panel and functional score on the right
panel b) Procedure to compute connectional importance of the fiber pathways,
structural score on the left and functional score on the right. N is total number of
ROIs (N = 70), SCR is the number of fibers that intersects with region R, FCR1R2
is functional correlation score between regions R1 and R2, L is the number of fibers
with similar origin and end point, VR is the volume of the region
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Fig. A.6: Numerical values of functional scores (FS) for labels of grey matter parcellation
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Fig. A.7: Numerical values of Structural Scores (SS) for labels of grey matter parcellation
128
Fig. A.8: a) FS and b) SS of the GM areas shown in lateral and medial views of the cerebral
hemispheres. Note that values are normalized to [0 1] and ventricle are replaced
with a yellow filler. c) FS of fiber pathways, majority of the fiber pathways hold
a zero FS in this subject. d) SS of fiber pathways
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(a)
(b)
Fig. A.9: (a) Structural image pipeline (b) fMRI pre-processing pipeline
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Fig. A.10: DWI image preprocessing pipeline
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Appendix B
Multimodal Connectivity Based
Eloquence Score Computation and
Visualization for Computer-aided
Neurosurgical Path Planning
This appendix chapter is adapted from: S. M. Bakhshmand, R. Eagleson , and S. de Rib-
aupierre (2017): “Multimodal Connectivity Based Eloquence Score Computation and Vi-
sualization for Computer-aided Neurosurgical Path Planning” IET Healthcare Technology
Letters.
B.1 Introduction
Planning an access trajectory toward central nervous system lesions or tumors often de-
mands careful examination of the functional importance for the tissue surrounding the lesion
and across the considered path. Failure to assess the impact of tissue damage along the can-
didate trajectory may result in severe cognitive, perceptual, motor, or language deficits [1].
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In order to minimize the damage to the healthy tissue relying on preoperative imaging, one
heuristic is to choose the path that minimizes the length of the access path [2] or distance
from critical vessels [3]. However, these consideration alone might not be enough. Depend-
ing on the position of the lesion, the surgeon might have to choose between causing a deficit
in order to remove the whole lesion or leaving it untouched. Going through an eloquent
area can result in a measurable functional deficit; however, currently it is difficult to predict
the amount of the deficit.
This decision-making process becomes even more complicated once the high inter-individual
variability of the brain networks is taken into consideration. Growing evidence from missing
functional hubs in computational models [8] to experimental studies on the effects of brain
injuries on postoperative neuropsychological deficits [10], suggests the importance of map-
ping the brain activity and network integrity around planned resections and focal lesions
might prevent potential adverse outcomes of neurosurgical treatments. This need moti-
vates the use of non-invasive brain imaging modalities to assess connectional aspects of the
underlying tissue based on objective metrics derived from structural and functional brain
networks.
Currently, planning a preoperative neurosurgical path is solely dependent on traditional
and readily identifiable eloquent brain regions observed by neurosurgeon (e.g. insula, lan-
guage or motor areas), regardless of individual differences that might arise from multimodal
brain maps. Although there has been previous efforts to include multiple brain imaging
modalities (e.g. fMRI and Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI)) into the automatic planning
of trajectories [4] [18] [19] or employing functional connectivity (FC) to explore network
status of the lesion areas [5], most of the studies have focused on avoiding vascular sys-
tem [6] [7]. There have been some recent studies showing importance of the connectome in
brain surgery [11], however this application merits more research studies to develop inter-
active techniques (such as [12]) to probe for functional organization and predict long term
outcomes of resecting a tissue segment using non-invasive imaging modalities [13].
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Integrating proposed method into the neurosurgical workflow, assists neurosurgeons
to modify their surgical access paths according to the individual patient networks. Our
method is capable of mapping graph theoretical network measures of the whole brain to
their anatomical counterparts, through construction and visualization of conducted trajec-
tory and computational estimation of its cognitive damage. This way, the surgeon is able
to visualize a planned trajectory and assess its overall damage (also known as score) on
structural and functional networks of any individual, decreasing the potential deficits.
B.2 Methods
A graphical overview of the proposed work-flow is given in Fig. B.1. Steps (1) to (4) are
the main inputs to the system. (1) and (2) are FC and SC matrices, respectively. (3) is a
collection of target points inside the central nervous system. (4) is a 3D box surrounding
the brain, sampled with a grid of points with adequate resolution to build a search space.
Steps (5) and (6) are construction of eloquence scores for the GM regions and white matter
(WM) fibers. Step (7) serves to create the surgical path and isolate the GM and WM tissue
impacted by the chosen path. Step (8) and (9) compute and hold results of an iterative
process that iterates between (4) and (7) to cover all assigned paths from a given box in (4)
toward a target point in (3).
B.2.1 Computation of Eloquence Scores
The objective of eloquence metric is to represent connectivity role of the underlying tissue
and formulate a new approach to assess cognitive importance of the brain areas [16]. Brain
networks (also known as brain connectivity) demonstrates areas of the brain that are linked
either in functional or structural domains. Functional connectivity represents statistical
similarities that can be extracted from brain activity recorded by functional neuroimaging
methods, whereas structural connectivity shows physical linkages that exist between GM
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Fig. B.1: Overview of the multimodal connectivity based preoperative neurosurgical path
planning
areas through WM fibers. Therefore, these two major connectivity types are mapped to
the associated tissue according to the atlas that has been used to compute the connectivity
matrices. In other words, the anatomical location of the GM region that represents the net-
work node was assigned a network measure to indicate its importance in the given network.
Same principle has been applied to WM fibers, only difference being that end points of the
fibers are considered to find out which node of brain network they belong to. Overall, we
defined four eloquent scores from measurements based on graph theoretical brain networks:
structural score (SS) and functional score (FS) for GM regions and WM fibers. FCGMk is
the functional component of an eloquence score for a GM area labeled as k and is defined
as:
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(a)
(b)
Fig. B.2: 3D Visualization of a surgical path to a target lesion: a): Target landmark iden-
tified with a red sphere in 3D scene, b): Start point located outside of the skull
depicted along with impacted WM and GM tissue.
FCGMk =
N∑
j=1
|FC(k, j)| (B.1)
Where, FC(k, j) is the row k and column j of FC matrix. Similarly, SCGMk is the
structural component of the eloquence score for the same GM area computed with following
equation:
SCGMk =
∑N
j=1 |SC(k, j)|
L
(B.2)
SC(k, j) is one element of the structural matrix and contains number of the fibers between
regions k and j. In order to cancel out the effect of the ROI size, SCGMk is divided by L
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(volume of the ROI).
Eloquence score of a single fiber from the whole brain tractography is build upon GM areas
that fiber intersects in brain volume: ROIs = {GM1, GM2, . . . , GMm} (m is the number of
intersected areas). As such, functional score (FCWMp) and structural score (SCWMp) of
fiber p are the mathematical average for the corresponding score of the associated regions
(ROIs):
FCWMp = FCGMi where i ∈ ROIs (B.3)
SCWMp = SCGMi where i ∈ ROIs (B.4)
B.2.2 Path Visualization and Tissue Extraction
Surgical access path is modeled and visualized as a cylindrical tube (Fig. B.2), which travels
between two arbitrary points and its length and radius are adjustable. A sweeping spherical
point cloud serves to scan through internal volume of cylinder to detect and store existing
GM areas and WM fibers (Fig. B.2) within the volume. At the same time, proposed
algorithm (7) sums up eloquence scores of the relevant tissues. Main algorithm that has
been used in this part is explained in previous works [20] [21].
B.2.3 Optimum Path Search
Solution space is formed by a 3D cube encapsulating the skull to capture all plausible paths
toward any target point in the brain. Start points for the paths are located on 5 faces of
the cube (all faces except the base, which overlaps with skull volume) with a grid of 1 cm
spacing (a flattened version of search box is shown in Fig. B.1 (4)). For a single target
point, search algorithm runs through all entry points on the box ((4)) and generates the
path with GM and WM components (7) and passes all the variables to (8). In which, total
damage to the tissues is calculated by summing up the 4 components of eloquence score.
In the next step, (9) reconstructs a volumetric box of the resulted scores and paints those
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Fig. B.3: Visualization of the optimal path search for a single target: Damages associated
with a) FCGM , b) SCGM , c) FCWM , b) SCWM , and e) Tscore. f) shows
3D reconstruction of Tscore for image guided interventions with target fiducial
highlighted in red, green to red shows low to high damage.
points by numerical assessment of surgical outcome. In order to aggregate four components
of the eloquence score, we decided to normalize them to a certain range by feature scaling
(Min-Max scaling) followed by a summation of 4 components:
X ′ =
X −Xmin
Xmax −Xmin (B.5)
Tscore = FCGM
′
path + SCGM
′
path + FCWM
′
path + SCWM
′
path
(B.6)
Eq. B.6 is equivalent to the total of GM volume and WM fibers normalized according to
their statistical distribution and weighted with relevant eloquence score. To represent the
outcomes of the proposed framework, a color coded risk map consisting of Tscore for the
candidate entry points is shown to the surgeon (Fig. B.3 (f)).
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To analyze performance of the proposed method to the traditional approach of trajectory
planning, 7 targets were placed on various locations with medium depth and are shown in
Fig. B.1(3) by our clinical team. Then, for each target, one specialist neurosurgeon selected
a trajectory based on 2D and 3D views relying on anatomical scan and cortical surface
(generated by FreeSurfer1). We recorded initial response (indicated as routine). Following
this step, neurosurgeon used this initial answer to search local minimums its vicinity and
refine it to enhance the risk score (Tscore). Second step was performed under the guidance
of 3D visualized scores resulted from the search. Radius of the tube representing the path
was set to r = 5 mm for all of these trials. Results are represented in Table B.1. Path
length refers to the distance from the target to the cortical surface parallel to the assigned
trajectory. Damage is the value obtained from Eq. B.6 for the given path. Damage score
range is the span of the values present in the search domain (3D box). Physical distance
between projected points over the box is reported as Euclidean distance and angle between
proposed and routine trajectory is reported as Angular distance. These experiments are
carried out on an Ubuntu OS using a new 3D Slicer module which was developed for this
study.
B.4 Discussion
In the design of this study, the main assumption was that expert neurosurgeon can decide
where approximately is the right entry point to the brain; given this assumption the goal
was to provide a complimentary tool to fine-tune that decision by providing alternative
access path in the vicinity of the initial decision that causes less harm to the brain networks.
Table B.1 provides the numerical results. Average of the path length for the proposed versus
routine method are 27 mm and 29 mm. The main goal was to investigate the changes in
1https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/
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Table B.1: Evaluation of the trajectories from proposed method to traditional decisions
made by surgeons.
Target
number
Method
Path
length
(mm)
Damage
score
range
Eloquence
damage
Euclidean distance
on the box
(mm)
Angular
distance
(degree)
1
Routine 20
[0,560]
176
37 45
Proposed 22 58
2
Routine 15
[0,584]
240
38 65
Proposed 19 75
3
Routine 18
[0,641]
29
0 0
Proposed 18 29
4
Routine 21
[0,631]
108
69 49
Proposed 23 29
5
Routine 48
[0,570]
90
54 13
Proposed 36 37
6
Routine 49
[0,627]
194
26 15
Proposed 48 58
7
Routine 33
[0,585]
194
11 10
Proposed 28 70
Average
Routine 29
[0,600]
147
34 28
Proposed 27 66
damage, not the length. However our results show that new method does not necessarily
cause longer paths. Main objective of this study was to offer alternative trajectories in the
proximity of the original trajectory whilst lowering estimated cognitive damage. This has
been achieved by a small average physical difference (34 mm Euclidean and 28◦ angular) and
improved cognitive damage with the new trajectory (66 compared to 148). In target number
3, initial response landed in a neighborhood with minimal damage values and as a result,
enhanced and routine trajectories are equal. Whereas, for target number 4, initial response
was significantly altered to achieve a lower damage score, causing a significant distance
between enhanced and routine approaches. Regarding the small to medium size brain
tumors, since brain deformation is negligible, we predict that performance of the proposed
method would be the same as healthy datasets tested in the current work. Moreover, we
would like to clarify that the current experimental procedure is based on the fact that if an
expert neurosurgeon agrees to change the initial decision, adjusted entry point is equally
safe with the extra benefit of avoiding critical hubs of the brain networks.
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B.5 Conclusion
The proposed eloquence metrics and estimated damage score is developed to quantitatively
map graph theoretical network measures to their associated nodal areas. These anatom-
ical hubs are perceived to play a central role in neural communications and information
exchange across functional and structural networks [15]. Therefore, if resected, injured, or
disconnected, may result in disruptions of network structure, leading to decline of cognitive
performance or worse, debilitating motor, perceptual, or linguistic impairment. Accordingly,
the surgeon can be supplied with anatomical counterparts of multimodal brain networks,
without mentally being overloaded with connectome matrix data that does not provide
explicit 3D structural information. Our current implementation utilizes a typical network
measure (Unsigned Weighted Degree) [16]. It should be noted that the proposed eloquence
scores are based on functional and structural connectivity, which have been shown in the last
decade to correlate with actual cognitive abilities [17]. The main novelty of our approach
is the visualization and objective combination of both connectivity types. In the current
format, this method is customized for planning an access path toward a medium-depth brain
tumors or lesions; however it can be modified for other neurological applications which de-
pend on cognitive assessment of brain tissue. For deep-seated lesion or tumors, a simulation
algorithm should accompany this method to take tissue deformations into considerations.
Future work includes substitution and testing with other global or local network measures.
We also consider to run comparative studies between entry points chosen by expert neuro-
surgeons and damage score maps generated by the proposed algorithm. Upon availability
of clinical data, it would be worthwhile to carry out validation studies to evaluate accuracy
of the score maps with regards to the post-operative outcomes.
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